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Admitted; 16 Are . funds were not necessary.
missed At Hospital The workers for this county
named last week are:
Mrs. Sam Harold Jones, Mrs.
Cleveland Hayes, Mrs. Boyd
Satterfield, Mrs. E. B. Chandler,
Mrs. Hazel Dobbins, Mrs. C. E.
Gaddie, Mrs. Roy Towery, Mrs.
Charles Curry, Mrs. Allison Akin,
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, M75. Willard
Mitchell, Mrs. Jimmie Mitch-
Moore, and Mrs. Sam Koltinsky.
Corriee Stringer, colored;
Mary Call, Mrs. Frances Mrs. Carl Cunningham. Mrs. Ed
It, Mrs. Louise Purdy, Mad- McLin, Mrs. Kelsie 
Tudor, Mrs.
ills; Richard Peters,
Allis Pennington. Mrs. May-
&shears, Mrs. Roberta Lan-
Ms. Mame Jenkins, Mrs.
a Stovall, Mre. Virginia Wat-
Everett McGregor. Amos
. Kuttawa; Mrs. Pearl
Raymond Pool, Chester M.
and Mrs. Georgia Alexan- Fredor.ia workers are Mrs. Ce.
Dawson Spriegs. cal Brasher and Mr s. Charles
e dismissed were Miss Dar- 
Brockmeyer, Jr. Mrs. Aaron Cern-
mins will solicit Cedar Bluff and
Mrs. Claud Wood will work in
the Otter Pond section.
Negro workers are Mrs. Berth-
etta Jones, Mrs. Levon Johnson
and Mrs. Ophelia Groom.
The Caldwell Crusade is spon-
sored by the Princeton Woman's
Club, whose crusade committee
is composed of Mrs. Frarec K.
Wylie, chairman; Mrs. Alvin Lis-
anby, co-chairman and treasurer;
and Mrs. Harold Sam Jones, pres-
ident of the club.
The $1500 Caldwell county goal
is this county's share of the 16
million dollar national goal.




Whether city employees should
receive extra compensation for
after-hours work and what to do
about standardizing the water
rate for certain businesses were
discussed at a meeting of the
city council Monday night.
Councilman C. L. Castleberry
said that he thought city employ-
ees, who work for a salary, should
r.ot receive extra ccrmpensation
for after-hours work, but other
members failed to agree, so the
matter was left open.
With the overtime question, the
council discussed whether paid
leave for sickness should be paid
city employees, and if so, for how
long. The councilmen agreed that
some sick leave should be allow-
ed without an interruption of
pay, but they failed to agree on
the number of days to be allowed.
The members were asked by
Mayor Hollowell to discuss the
matter among themselves and
among their corstititents this
week and to try to decide the
twin issues next Monday night.
Concerning the business water
rates, it was learned that some
local firms with live meters pay
over $100 per month for water,
while other businesses without
meters which use larte amounts
of water pay as little as 820 per
mouth on a flat-rate.
unyard. Mrs. Frances Mer-
and infant, Mrs. Richard
TO and infant, Mrs. Allie
-after and 'Mare, Mrs. Ma-
Jenkins, Baby boy Jenkins,
and: William Childress, Mrs.
rd Cummins, Mrs. May MOT-
M r s. Elizabeth Braddhanv,
Annie Grace and Mrs. Reiber-
ham ar.d infant.
Hugh Pritchard was a




You had your choice, which
above all others living, had
rather see elected president
e United States this coming
bee'
ANSWERS
them E Jones: Robert A. the failure of a second order tomy choice, lie seems to
best qualified man from
stacdpoint of experience in
• ment.
n Morgan: I haven't bad
to make a decision yet, but
sure that 1 don't want 'Fru-
. I have plenty of reasons for
• William Stout: Kefauver
choice lie has proved him-
an *le man with his Crime-
activities with the Sen-
crime investigating commit.
Of course, we'll have to wait
the caeclidates commit them-
on their position, before
n decide foe sure.rn Jones: Ketauver-1 think
a betk i fitted man for the
hi5 opponents. I liked
wei with the crime inveati-




Sid Satterfield, Mrs. Robert Cole-
man, Mrs. A. H. Templeton, MTS.
Fred Pickering. Mrs. H. R.
Campbell, Mrs. Jamet Caste Mrs.
Grayson Harrelson, Mrs. W. H.
Pettit, Mrs. Frank Webb, Mrs. S.
0. Catlett, Mrs. Owen Hayes and
Mies Rena Hobby,
Two Butler Girls Win
Pins In Y-Teen Sale
The original Y-Teen potato chip
sale order was sold out soon af-
ter the sale begat, last week, and
Councilmen Hobby and Castle-
berry bOth voiced an opinion that
each firm, without reservation,
should pay for the water they
actually use as computed by a
live meter, but a plan to install
the needed meters was not pre-
sented at the meeting.
The council was asked to con-
sider the problem before the r.ext
meeting. Monday night.
Plans ,o install a two-way ra-
dio system for city police and
fire departments were dealt a
serious is when .councilman
Frank Morgan said "I am almost
centain that a licensed operator
would be required to operate the
radio system."
Cour.cil members, the mayor
and other city officials will go
ahead with their investigation as
to whether the proposed two-way
radio system is feasible.
A treasurer's report reveele-41
that there was $11,104 in the city
treasury on 'March 31. This figure
is the total of general and special
fund accounts.
arrive kept th e Butler Y-Teen
girls from "going over our expec-
tations." according to the Y-Teen
sponsor, Mrs. J. L. Walker.
"However," Mrs. Walker said,
"the sale was a success, as we
sold our, complete order in a, few
days." The sale was held to raise
funds to send Y-Teens to a sum-
mer conference
Poppy Pickering was the best
salesgirl among the junior high
group and Barbara Fralick led
the way in sales for the sereor
Y-Teens. Both girls are expected




A special service et which in-
'd Martin, 
Jr.; facts will be 
presented at the
tete Eisenhower. think al-tar and 
dedicated will be con-
as
'hown sueh great leader. ducted at the 
Sunday morning
fl the military Nene that he service of the Ogden 
Memorial
ebe ab
lepee to show that same Methodist 
churoh, J. F Callen-
r,-43 to the political field. 'der, pastor, 
aneounces.
Sisk eeeereiseereeneri--it eteaup_of_ *WW1 }rem 
Ken-
'ttuf course, I .dor.% bevel tucky Weeleean COPPS* 
will Tffir
Ketswe! P̂ lities too- much, 
sentañ hour or gaered-
emisiecen-
.nk e'r 
Is my choice se see, slating of choral and 
special num-
would be the bed Man hers at 7 p. m. 
Sunday service,
/ob the Rev Callender said.
A sArrue HALF WON: Full of pep despite a crippling polio at-
tack that struck him before he learned haw to walk, 18-month-
old Robert Dusseau demonstrates his mastery over crutches at a
Hospital at Detroit, Mich. The youngster, a polio victim at the
age of 12 months, "flies on one wing" as he takes his first solo
steps on crutches after only two weeks of instruction. Doctors
hope to effect a full cure of Robert's afflicted leg. Full use has




C. A. Woodall, local insurance
man, received two certificates of
award at a life insurance educa-
tion meeting of t h e Equitable
Life Assurance Society of N. Y.,
Thursday. March 27, at the Ken-
lake Hotel.
Mr. Woodall rereived one award
for writing a certain volume of
insurance for sixty weeks and he
received a Century Club certifi-
cate of Award it. recognition of
superior performance in the field
of life insurance underwriting for
the year of 1951.
The awards were presented by
J. K. Taylor, Louisville, who is
stale manager of the Equitable
Life Assurance Society. Mrs. C.
A. Woodall witnessed the pres-
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First Weekly Newspaper
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&wee $1,000 were stolen
the Sutler High school 
band
sometime Friday night,
director K. V. Bryent said.
theft has been reported to
,id city police, but no 
ar-




ewe( a window. They
, ittu the old bar.d 
room be-
finding the instruments in
new band room. Bryant 
said
indicated that the thief or
• had previous krunviedge
the instruments were
losing 'horns were Ron-
•.I For L. P. Gas
• iation Members
W In Princeton
e Kentucky L. P. Gas As-
ton held the first school of
of 12 here in Princetor:
1.iy, March 27. Eighty-three
eitatives from 15 Kentucky
:. and one Indiana city 
pt.
the school.
W. and James Further, pro-
of the Peter Wood Gas
Daly in Princeton, ar.d the
.ilion secretaries from In-
and Tennessee were present
lion to the visiting repre-
me Filer, a clarinet valued at
$300, two weeks old; Bobby Ho-
gan, a .two-months-old Carnet
worth, $250; Sue Wadlington, a
cornet, $150; Barbara Bishop, A
saxaphone, $150; and Jackie Kol-
tinsky, a saxophone worth $150.
Other band members an d
townspeople have come to the
victimized muskilin's rescue -and
loaned them home so they will
be able to compete in the West
Kentucky Music Festival to be
held in Madisonville Friday and
Saturday, April 4-;
Jerry Loftus, Bobby Bishop,
George French, Joe Sheehan and
Mrs. Don Boitnott are the ones
who loaned horns to the students
whose instrumeets were etolen. •
Fry, Daytor., Ohio, of the
al Gas and Light Company,
on the subject of heating;
Warren Reidling, Louisville,
Clarox Stove Company,
ed the problems connect-
ith ranges with the group.
towns and cities repre-
at the school were Ev-
, Ind., and Franklin, Mad-
Hopkinsville, N e b o,
n, Cadiz, Hickman, Ful-
Paducah, Owensboro, Provi-
, Morganfield, Can* Breck-




22 Cancer Cases From
Caldwell Given Free
Treatment During 1951
Mayor Clifton Hollowell has is-
sued a proclamation naming April
as Cancer Control month in con-
junction with a presidential proc-
lamation of the same nature. The
local crusade will get under way
Friday. April 4.
Thirty-four workers for the lo-
cal crusade have beers named and
approximately 15 more will be
appointed this next week, Mee.
Frank K. Wylie, Caldwell Crusade
chairman, said. The goal for this
county is $1500.
Research gets 25 per cent of all
cancer crusade funds: 15 per cent
goes to the national headquarters;
and 60 per cent is used by the
Kentucky program, Mrs. Wylie
said.
Twenty-two cancer cases from
this coteety were given free
treatment with cancer funds in
1951. This figure does not include
those cases for which crusade
ere were 21 patients admit-
and 16 patients dismissed at
dwell County War Meaner-
Hospital from March 25 to
ill.
admitted were Mrs. Bell
y. Miss Darcy Bunyeed. Mrs.
Two Butler Groups Are
To Attend Annual Youth
Assembly At Frankfort
Five Butler High School Hi-Y
boys with their advisor, James
Abney, and three Y-Teen girls
with their advisor, Miss /kg.arian
Wells, were to go to Friar kfort
Thursday, April 3, for the annual
Kentucky Youth Assembly to be
held April 3-5.
At 1:30 Thursday afternoon, the
opening session of the legislature
is to be held, and the general
elections are slated for Saturday,
April 5. Thursday Light the
youth are to attend the Gover-
nor's Ball in the executive man-
sion.
The Hi-Y boys ate Ken rnes,
Butts Barraleon, Jimmy
Joe Pool and Ronnie Wilson. The
Y-Teen girls who are to attend
are Jean Robertson', Jane Stallins
and Reba Horning.
The boy's group Is sponsored
by the YMCA, and the Y-Teen
girls are sponsored by the YWCA.
Red Cross Fund Drive
Falls Short Of Goal
Approximately $1,835 of t h e
$1,900 goal has been collected in
the annual Red Cross drive which
officially ended March 31, accord-
leg to figures compiled by Mrs.
Leo Linton, local Red Cross secre-
tary.
"We failed so far' to raise the
quota assigned to the Caldwell
chapter," Fund Chairman Gordon
Glenn said, "and additional funds
have been asked of us to aid the
more unfortunate victims of the
recent severe storms.
"A number of people, who have
beer: generous in the past, have
not ye! contributed." Glenn con-
tinued. "All persons who have
not been solicited are requested
to leave their donations with the
Red Cross secretary in the court-
house," the fund chairman said.
Deacons Are Ordained
A Id Quinn Church
Jame? Howton, Roorsey Roberts
and Raymond Lowery were or-
dained as deacons at the Old
Quinn Baptist Church by a coun-
cil of mirasters from the Caldwell
Baptist Association Sunday after-
noon, March 30.
The -Rev. H. G. M. liatler, pas-
tor of the First Baptist Church
here, was elected to question the
candidates. Other ministers on
the council Were H. D. Knight, J.
L. Washburn, G. H. Marshall,
Raymond Rich and H. E. Chris-
tian.
The Rev. G. H. Marshall, re-
tired, delivered the message and




Mrs. Leonidas Polk, sister-in-
law of Mrs, Dique Eldred, West
Main street, died suddenly Fri-
day Light, March 28, at her home
at Washington, D C.
The funeral services were to
he conducted today at Bolivar,
Tenn. Mn. Dique Eldred and
Miss Mary _Wilson Eldred were





A Cappella Choir From
Murray To Sing April 9
• The Murray State A Cappella
choir will sing at Butler High
School at 1 p. m, Wednesday,
April 9, as the choral group nears
completion of its annual Spring
tour through Western Kentucky.
The 40-member group, which is
considered one of the outstandihg
vocal organizations in the nation,
will appear at 10 high schools in
addition to Butler. The choir is
under the direction of Professor
Robert Barr who is completing
his first year as director of vocal
music at Murray State.
Songs to be heard at all per-
formances include "0 Sacred
Head", "0 Bone Jesu", "Ye Sons
and Daughters", "Hear Oh God"
"Spring of the Year", and "Lord
Let Me Know Mine End".
Four special songs by the boys
quartet will be "Heavenly Light",
"Son of Mary", "Soon Ah Will
Be Done" and "Set Down Ser-
vant". ,
The schedule of appearances for
the choir is as follows:
Tuesday, April 8, Barrett High
School .in Henderson, Owensboro
Senior High, Daviess County
High, and Central City High.
Wednesday, April 9, Madisonville
High, Hopkinsville High, Butler
High at 1 p. m. and Trigg County
High at 2:30 p. no. to conclude the
tour.
Four I. C. Employees
Receive Service Pins
Four employees of the Illirsois
Central railroad here were award-
ed service pins at a banquet of
the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen given at the Princeton
Hotel Sunday night, March 20.
E. R. Brown received a pin for
40 yews service; J. T. Beck, Jr.,
R. A. McConnell and R. D. Leech
were recognized for 15 years of
continuous service.
Those speaking to the group
were Mrs. Robinson, of Paducah,
president of the Ladies Auxiliary
of the B. of R. T.; Mr. Collins,
of Evansville; Roy Stewart, of
Paducah, and J. T. Beck, Jr., of
Princeton.
There were 92 members, their
wives and friends from Paducah,
Central City and Princeton pres-
ent.
Fredonia FFA Members
To Compete In Contest
The Fredonia chapter of Future
Farmers of America will ser.d 12
boys -with their adviser, Herman
Brenda, to Da wson Springs to
compete in the sub-district FFA
meet Saturday, April 5.
Roy Sons will enter the public
speaking contest and Gary Chil-
dress will vie with other im-
promptu speakers at the meet.
The chapter meeting team from
Fredonia will be composed of the
following:
Bertram Jones, Lewis Felker,
Richie Burton, Manor. Phelps,
Leroy McNeely, Kenneth Martin,
Ted Feagan, Jerry Phelps, Jimmy
Jones and Hugh Yates.
Winners in the sub-district
meet will automatically earn the
right to compete .with other sub-
district winners in the District
meet to be held at Butler High
School, beginnirsg at 7 p. m. Fri-
day, April 11.
Five Butler Seniors
To Play "All Stars"
The five Butler High seniors
who formed the nucleus of the
successful 1951-52 basketball team
will perform as a unit for the
last time when they meet a
picked teem of local "All Stars"
at 7 p. m. Thursday in the But-
ler gym.
The boys who will represent the
Butler seniors are Billy Hobby,
Robert Williamsore "Red" Sal-
Cers, Robert Franklin and Hank
Ortt. "Step" Coley, Houston Hat-
ter and Henry Traylor will be
among the all-star opposition,
e Mr. and M r a. Allan Hubbard
were at Paducah one, day last
week.
Local Taxi Driver Says
Pair Held Him At Gun
Point And Forced Him
To Search For Whiskey
Bonds totaling $32,000 have
been set for Veldon Chambliss
and Estill Doughtery, Caldwell
courey, who are charged with un-
lawful detention of a Princeton
cab driver' and shooting a Madi-
sonville Negre -with intent to kill.
The two were arrested at 9:30
Saturday night in Madisonville
after they -had detained Robert
Morris, 960 Varmint, Trace, the
taxi driver, at gunpoire for over
four how's and shot Press Logan,
the Negro, w ho wouldn't tell
them where' they could obtain
whiskey, according to police re-
ports.
Chambliss and Doughtery en-
gaged Morris to take them to
Farmersville in one of Claud's
cabs, but, shortly after they ar-
rived there, one of the men pull-
ed a gun, robbed Morris of ap-
proximately $50 and forced the
young cab driver to drive at their
directions for over four hours.
They told him to drive to Ev-
ar.sville, but when Morris got to
U. S. 41, out of Providence, he
nor his captors knew which way
to turn, they went to the right
instead of the left and drove on
to Madisonville, arriving there
between 7 and 7:30 p. m.
Morris' captors were looking for
whiskey before going on to Crof-
ton, accordies to the cab driver.
They had received directions that
were to lead them to a bootleg-
ger, but they lost the wary and
came onto Couch street.
They stopped a colored man,
Press Logan, and one of the two
shot him when the started to walk
away after they had asked him
where he could find whiskey.
Logan is now in Hopkins County
Hospital.
Morris said that he was forced
to drive them "a long time" be-
fore they stopped again:. at a cab
station, where one of the men
left in another taxi. ,
-Morris managed to get away
from his captor at the Greyhound
bus station where the two of
them had gone looking for a
rest-room. Morris started to call
the police, but a bystander at the
cab station said that he had al-
ready notified the officers. '
Then, at approximately 9t30,
the police arrived and arrested
one of the •mers, and the other one
was picked up a few minutes
later. •
Morris identified the two as
the men who had shot the colored
fellow and redebed and kidnapped
him. He reeppeared in Madison.
ville at the examining trial Mon-
day where the two nhen were
charged with shooting with in-
ter.1 to kill and kidnapping, and
held over to the May Hopkins
county grand jury.
Former Princetonian
To Soil For Germany
Mrs. Jack W. Brown, the
former Helen Hopper, daughter
of Mr and Mrs. Fred Hopper,
and daughter. Rebecca, plan to
sail Monday, April 14, from
New York, fbr Frankfurt, on
the Main, Germany, where she
is to join her husband who is
stationed there.
Mrs. Brown and Rebecca have
been resIlleng in Princeton since
Mr. Brown's overseas transfer
with the Criminal Investigation
Department.
A ED TO NAVY DUTY
lenn .Blanc, son of Mr. and
Mrs L. C. Blanc, S. Jefferson
street, has been called to active
duty with the Navy, lie was to
have reported for duty at 140r-
folk, Va., Wednesday.
▪ ATIONRD IN KOREA
Sgt. Charles Wade, sSii-Of Mr:
d- Mrs. Patriok Wade, is 
tponed with the 40th division near
umseing, Korea.
and his wife are' being held here
on a grand larceny charge in eon-
Lection with the theft' of a bag
containing medical instruments
and mei/tine, valued at $150, be-
longing to Dr. Frank P. Gianni-
ni, Jr., Princeton physician.
At a police cour t' examireing
trial, the case was held for ac-
tion by the next Caldwell county
grand jury. Mrs. Marthairme Cow-
gill's bondwas set 'at $1000, and
her husband, Bergen C. Coweill,
was placed under $500 bald at
the preliminaty hearing.
A bottle of demerol, a mild nar-
cotic, and two prescription. pads
were missing from the bag, Dr.
Giannini said. After examining
the couple's arms, the local physi-
cian said that the woman was evi-
dently a confirmed, narcotic ad-






Man And With Rope
James Marvin Thomas, the ex-
convict Princeton police arrested
here last Thursday, has been
charged with murder and crimi-
nal assault the fatal shooting
of Odell Hulen and the raping
of his wife, Catherine Hulen, ac-
cording to Paducah Detective
Major Tilghman Tade.
Police Chief John Yandell and
policeman S. A. Beckner arrested
the suspected killer-rapist on the
100 block of Baldwin avenue here
after Yar.dell recognized Thomas
as the man Paducah police were
hunting.
Paducah police officers Tad e
and Holliday came here for Thom-
as after Chief Yandell told Them
that the suspect was in custody
here.
Major Tade had Thomas to
open his mouth. At once, the Pa-
ducah officer told his compan-
ion, "That's it." as if he had seen
something identifiable in Thom-
as' mouth. ,The Paducah officers
left with the suspect immediately.
Thomas was convicted in Cald-
well circuit court in. 4947 on a
housebreaking ctarge atter he
entered a plea of guilty. He was
sentenced to two years in the
20 4-H Boys Qualify
For Tractor Driving
Contest This Summer
Twenty 4-H club boys attended
at least two of the three sessiores
of the Tractor Maintenance school
and thereby qualified for en-
trance in the tractor driving con-
test to be held this summer. As-
sistant County Agent Levi Oli-
ver said.
The winner of the tractor driv-
ing contest, for which the twen-
ty Caldwell boys qualified, will
receive an expense-paid trip to
the State Fair this fall. Donors
of the free trip are members of
the Caldwell county erecter deal-
ers, Oliver said.
Fourteen boys attended the fin-
al session of the school at the
& L Tractor Company Satur-
day, March 29, -when Duke Daven-
port discussed fuel intake, cerbu-
retion and lubrication. with the
first year boys and steering and
wheel and tire service for the
second year group.
Boys attending the final session
were Bill Clift, Crider; Roy Por-
ter and Wayne Keller, Friendship;
Charles Cravens. John Lamb,
Charles Ferguson and Tommy Si-
yells, Cobb.
Bobby Willierns, a n d Wayne
Powell, Fredonia; Jim Hays and
Jim Bob Krell, St. Paul's; Les-
ter Watson, Farmersville; a n d
Glenn Roberts and Leo Hill,
Quinn.
Soldier And His Wife
Arrested After Doctor
Misses Medical Bag
Theft Includes A Mild Narcotic And Prescription
Pads; Local Physician Says Woman Is Confirmed ,
Narcotic; Couple Is Held To Caldwell Grand Jury
A Fort Campbell staff sergeant The prescription pads ar.d a list
of names, addresses and phone
numbers of physicians in this area
were found on the person of Mrs..
Cowell when she was searched
by the county jailer's wife, Mrs.
Urey Nichols.
A hypodermic needle and a
catheter, which could be used fur
taking narcotics, were found in
the late-model car in which the
couple was 'riding. The sergeant,
who gave his residence as Clarks-
ville, Tenn., said that he was at-
tached' to a medical unit at Fart
Campbell.
Investigation by City Attorney
Edward Johnstone revealed that
Mrs.- Cawgill had been previously
convicted of a violation: of the
Federal Narcotics laws in Chica-
go.. Her three-year sentence on
that charge was probated to the
U. S. Public Health Service hoe-
pital in Lexington.
Johnstone has requested infor-
mation concerning the past rec-
ords, if any, of the two from the
Federal Bureau of Investigation;
however a report from the FM
had not been received at press
time.
The theft and subsequent ar-
rest came about like this:
Dr. Giannini received a call
from an unknown woman about
7:15 Friday night. She asked for
narcotics, and he refused her.
About 7:50 p. m. the doctor was
using the phoLe again when some-
one knocked at his front door.
He completed the call and went
to the door. No one was there, but
his car door was open and the
medical bag was missing.
Dr. Giannini drove toward
Cedar Bluff in search at the per-
son or persons takirst the bag.
He saw a car parked in front of
the Experiment statiors adminis-
tration building; the dome light
was on and a woman was looking
at something in the back seat.
When the physician.- drove up
behind the car, the woman jump-
ed into the front seat beside her
male companion, and they drove.
around the building and out onto
the Hopkinsville road.
Policemen Beckner and Mal-
lory were lookir.g for the suspects
on the Hopkinsville road, after
having been notified of the theft,
when their vehicle became mired
and partially blocked the road.
The flat car going toward
Princeton was flagged down by
the officers, and the occupants
appeared to be the couple in ques-
tion, so the officers made the
state penitentiary for that crime. rest ar.d accompanied the two
Thomas admitted to Princeton
police that he was the same Irian
who had been tried and convicted
here on the housebreaking charge.
Mrs. Catherine Hulen, Wife of
the murdered man and victim of
the criminal attack, has identi-
fied Thomas as her attacker and
her husband's killer. She signed
the warrant °barging the crimes
Tuesday, Major Tade said.
Mrs. Hulen told police Thomas
knocked on the door of their
home -Monday night, March 28,
and poneted a gun at her and her
husband. She said Thomas told
them he wanted their money.
Tade said Mrs. Hulen told him
that her husband invited Thomas
to eat with them because "I know
the position you're in and you
must be hungry." She said Thom-
as shot her 'husband through the
neck when he moved his 'hand
toward his pocket. Then., she said,
Thomas assaulted her. ,
Hulen died in a Memphis hos-
pital Wednesday, March 26, and
Thomas was picked up in Prince-
ton the following day. Thomas is




Pfc. William J. Gresham, son
of Mr. and Mrs. a T. Gresham,
of 602 Hopkinsville street, is
preaer.stly training As an Air
Force Technicten at t h e USAF
Technical School at Warren MT
Force Date, Wyoming, It has been
announced by the commanding
officer.
Local Citizens Asked
To Donate Blood For
Men In Armed Forces
A Red Cross mobile unit from
Nashville will be in Hopkinsville
April 16 and 17 to accept blood
donations from this area. Prince-
ton: has been asked to he in
the campaign to secure blood for
the Armed 'Forces.
All persons, who would like to
gibe blood, are asked to call Mrs.
Leo Linton and make an appoint-
ment on one of the above days.
She can be reached in the morn-
ing at home, phone 3633, or at the
Red Cross office in the court
house ir. the afternoon, phone
3239.
Tie purgation to and f r o ip
Hop nsville will be furnished,
M Linton said.
ea A.- K. _Buttes. and Mrs; H.
A. Goodwin attehded a Westing-
house meeting Wednesday at Ev-
ansville.
back to town—after the confiscat-
ed car pulled the police car out
of the mire.
Sgt. and Mrs. Cowgill were
were brought to the county court
house where County Attorney C.
R. Baker questioned them for
approximately one how. Dr. Gi-
minim was called in to examine
them.
The doctor examined their arms
at the crease of the elbow, where--
upord he confirmed that the cou-
ple was addicted to narcotics.
The Clarksville couple is being
held in the Caldwell county jail
to await grand jury action after
they failed to post the two bonds
totaling $1,500.
11 Butler FFA Members
To Compete In Contest
Elever: Butler High FFA mem-
bers will compete in the sub-dis-
trict elimination contests to be
held in Dawson Springs Saturday
morning, April 5. The Butler
group will enter six contests.
Bernard Jones will enter the
impromptu speaking contest and
Lawrerece Hall will compete in
the public speaking contest. Dick-
is Webb will compete with other
vocal soloists, Charles Phelps
will enter the novelty instrument
contest and Earl Wood will play
a cornet in the orchestral solo
group.
The chapter meeting entry from
Butler will include Bernard Jones,
Lawrence Hall, Lucien Hall, Bil-
ly Martire Jerry Cravens, Dickie
W e bib, Charles Phelps, Charles
Prince, Winford Mitchell and
Garfield Thomas.
The Butler group also will en-
ter the chapter music contest, but
individual participants h ad not
been selected at press time.
RETURNS FROM LOUISVILLE
Mrs. L. C Liarnan, South Jef-.,
tenon street, was called to LOuis-
ville, March 8, to the bedside of
her brother, ,W. E. Bates, who is
seriously ill., Shewas called home
Friday because of the illness.. of
\her husband...L. C. Iiimuan.
1 Miss Louella Wycoff spent the





entered as second class matter at Princ
eton. Ky.. under the Act of
Congress of March 8, 1879. 
Subscription prices: In County. $2.50; in 
State, $3; out-of-State,
$3.50. Cards of Thanks, $1.50. Resolu
tions of Respect, 3 cents a
word. Unsolicited poems. 3 cents a word. 
Reading-notices, 10 cents
a line.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS — 
The Associated Press
is entitled exclusively to the use of 
:republication of all the local
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It's Almost Easter Time
This is the time of year when 
flowers bloom in prematui..
profusion on the season's giddiest hats 
and when even met: are
thinking of attiring themselves in a 
lighter shade of the suit that
never changes, time after time, after time.
It is the time of year when florists 
start forcing orchids and
gardenias; when children suddenly take at. 
interest in their parents'
wishes; when ordinary hen eggs takt on rainbow 
hues that run the
gamut of all the primary and secondary colors 
of the spectrum.
For it's almost Easter time!
And it's Easter Seal appeal time again acros
s our nation, the
time when all of us 'receiving envelopes 
through the mail offering
an opportunity of doing something for the 
crippled children.
Tens of thousands of crippled boys and girls in eve
ry part of
our country are helped by the contributions we 
make to the Easter
Seal appeal. Our dollars provide skilled per
sons specially trained
to straighten and strer.gthen crooked little leg
s; to correct faltering
speech; to guide tortured little hands. They help 
suppOrt clinics,
centers and camps and a multitude of other service
s and facilities
operated by the Easter Seal societies united in the Nation
al Society
for Crippled Children and Adults.
Yes, our dollars will help thase little ones to have their 
own
place in the Easter parade one day—walking alone and in s
elf-confi-
dence. They help make a better Easter for all of us for 
through
them the spirit of Easter comes through for crippled chil
dren.
The local campaign is being conducted again this year u
nder
direction of Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, and the seals have been placed
 in
the mails for a large number of Caldwell residents. Return y
our
contributions—make them as ger.erous as you can afford—in the
enclosed envelope, and use the seals between now and Easter Sur.-
day on ail your correspondence.
Remember, the entire Christian world will soon be celebrating
the resurrection of Him, who said:
"Suffer little children to come unto me, and forbid them not,
for of such is the Kingdom pf Heaven."
Keep An Open Mind
This being an election year, the average American is now being
subjected to a barrage of propaganda and advice from public offi-
cials and candidates seeking public office. In all this traditional
American hokum, the American voter must remember that ar. open
mind and an ability to resist efforts to stir his prejudices are neces-
sary if he is to make an intelligent contribution in the American
election system.
In the United States, citizens are free ta read what they please,
write what they please and to think as they please. These freedoms
are enjoyed because this generation's forefathers fought for that
very individual freedom of choice which we sometimes take for
granted. One does not have to travel far to find areas where the
citizen is not allowed to think, read or say what he truly believes.
More important, in many areas of the world, the average in-
habitant is not giver, full access to the truth, has only a poor chance
at best of receiving a full and liberal education and, therefore, is
not mentally equipped to decide the great issues of the day.
In the United States, however, our educational standards are
comparatively high and where the industrious individual can find
the truth if he seeks it, there is little excuse for narrow-minded
prejudiced views, which have no basis in fact or reason.
This election year is an excellent time for you to examine
your convictions and challenge your accepted theories as a means
of testing their true value. The great difference between the United
States and other democracies in the world, and dictatorial forms of
governments and groups is that freedom of mind, individual, liberty,
freedom of choice and the individual rights of human beings are
stressed above others, During the coming months, it may be hard
to keep a cool head and a rational perspective, but, for the best
interests of the natior., the American citizen should resolve to do
his best to think out the problems of the day in a fair opdn-minded
manner. If those in a democracy will do this, there will be no
chance of failure in our democratic form of government.
—(The Journal Enterprise)
•
As everyone kr.ows, the arms program is slaying an increas-
ingly important role in sustaining and expanding the American
economy. This year we will spend close to $50,000,000,000 for na-
tional security purposes. The peak annual rate may be as much
as $65,000,000,000. So a great many people are wor.dering just
what is going to happen when, and if, war spending is sharply re-
duced. In other words, ill we be in for another big depression?
Answers to that run the gamut, from the pessimists who think
the next depression will dwarf that of the '30s, to the optimists who
argue that any really substar.tial break is virtually impossible. One
interesting and informed discussion of the possibilities recently ap-
peared in U. S. News & World Report. It took the form of an in-
terview with A. S. McLeod, who is chief of that magazine's Economic
Unit, and who served for many years as an ecor.omist and consul-
tant for private business in the field of trend forecasting.
In Mr. McLeod's opinion, a crash on the 1929 scale is ''highly
improbable." for the reason that 'the situation after arms program
slows and stabilizes is to bear no semblance to that of 1929." As he
points out, there have been no such excesses in security speculation
as there were then. In those days, securities were widely held on
long margins, an some 39 per cent of all loans by Federal Reserve
member banks were against securities. Today, he says, security
loar.s total less than five per cent of all outstanding loans, and most
Securities are owned outright.
He also finds the situation very different from that of 1929
in the case of mortgage credit. Then mortgages were written for
relatively Short periods of time and were not of the amortizing
type. Today the typical mortgage runs for 15 years or more, and
is gradually amortized—in other words, the mortgagee pays it off
much as a man pays rent. Thus: iMr. McLeod observes, "there can-
not be. a forced liquidation of this type of credit either on urban
dwellings or on farms." He says also, "Bank failures, under almost
any, conceivable situation, are a. thing of the past on a wholesale
scale."
This doesn't mean that he believes the outlook to be 100 per
cent rosy. His guess is that when the arms spending is heavily cut
back, the level of general ir.dustrial activity may decline 10 to 20
per cent, and total national spending might drop around 10 per
cent. This decline will last one or two years. "By that time," he II
says, "if government policies are not discouraging to businessmen,
thir.gs probably would get better."
In sum, Mr. McLeod sees some rough spots ahead but nothing 111
comparable to '29. Others studying trends are in general agreement
with him. —(The Kentucky Standard) II
•
The decision of the Federal Communications Commission to
halt expansion of the color television industry may mean better
color television for future buyers.
The FCC'S decision, some months ago, to let manufacturers go II
ahead with production of the CBS color system, was a temporary en
expedient at best, in that even CBS admitted its system wOuld
probably some day be changed to an electronic system.
If an electronic system, as one other of major comparies ad- II
vanced to the FCC in hearings, could produce a picture as clear in
detail as the CBS-system picture was, it would be the logical choice, III
since this system involves no color wheels, but electronic tubes. El
Using this system there are fewer limitations on the size of TV
screens. RCA claims today to have perfected its electronic system II
to a quality comparable to the approved CBS system. And CBS
officials have admitted electror.ic color tubes are the long-term
Answer to the question. 
 III
It is quite probable—since the FCC has not banned the manu-
facture of these tubes and other equipment for experimental put,.
poses—that by the time the industry is allowed to go ahead with
-t:619144NRITARRI--of--Ctittrr TV- Iota -again, a-better, - and permanent,
yolot-trar.entission sod reception system will have been perfected.
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Little Chips
If you get up earlier in the
morning thnn your neighbor and
work harder and scheme more,
and stick to your job more close-
ly, and burn the midnight oil
more, planning how to get ahead
of him when he's sleeping, Lot
only will you leave more Money
than he does but you will leave it
much sooner. —Farmers Press.
* *
According to a small folder
handed to me by Dawson Nichols,
the American dollar has plenty
of good-bying pollver.
David 'M• errick, from out on
Fredor.ia, Route 3, came to The
Leader office Saturday with a
letter from a Dyersburg, Tenn..
grocerman. Mr. Merrick said the
letter was an answer to an in-
quiry of his about a sales slip
dated March 20, 1952, which Mrs.
.Merrick found March 25 in their
horse lot on Route 3. The slip was
from K. W. Rogers and Son, Inc.,
Groceries, Dyersburg, Tenn., to a
Mr. and Mrs. Will Wyrick. The
letter said:
* *
"Mr. and Mrs. Wyrick are cus-
tomers of ours ar.d live 8 miles
southwest of Dyersburg. Their
home was in the path of the tor-
nado of last Friday night and was
completely demolished by t h e
storm, none of the family how-
ever were severely hurt f r om
What is the real signifioance be-
hind the startling New Hampshire
presidential preference primary,
followed in such short order by
the downright sensational vote in
Minnesota?
It seems to me that Eric Sever-
eid, the Washington reporter,
summed it up most accurately and
most neatly. He says that we—
you and I, the, American voters—
are thoroughly disgusted and fed
up with the "ins" who control
the national government.
And by "ins" Severeid went on
to say, he means not just the
Democratic majority, but the Re-
publican minority as well.
The proof of Severeid's state-
ment that we're fed to the teeth
lies in the New Hampshire and
Minnesota votes. Not only in both
cases was Senator Taft, who defi-
nitely is the upper chamber leader
of the minority "ins"—the self-
styled Mr. Republican, soundly
and thoroughly beaten, but in
both these campaigns President
Truman took a humiliating shel-
lacking from Senator Estes Ke-
fauver.
There is a real lesson for the
politicians, the leaders of politi-
cal parties, in these ballot decis-
ions.
The American people have em-
phatically, and in the _w a y of
free a n d independent people,
showed the leaders a government
how they feel. Only the most
greedy and self-seeking can de-
liberately misinterpret these re-
toms. And they'll only twist and
what we learned. We are of the
opinion that this sales slip that
you found was blown from their
home. We appreciate your writing
us the letter and if you have no
further use for the sales slip we
will be glad if you will mail it
to us. Sam Bradshaw.
• * *
Mr. Merrick estimates that the
sales slip was blown 170 miles by
the tornado. He said he inter.ds
to mall the slip to Mr. Bradshaw
within the next few days.
* * *
Complaints have been reaching
me lately about local police offi-
cers standing around waiting for
parking meters to show violation.
I have not seen this happen and
it may be just ar.other gripe voic-
ed by a few citizens; however, If
it is true, I have this to say:
* * *
The community that tries to
make money, instead of friends,
with its parking meters is likely
to lose a lot of both before long.
Not that I advocate allowing a
motorist to remain indefinitely in
a parking zone after his time is
up. But parking meters are not
installed to produce rever.tie.
Their purpose is to help solve
the parking problem by prevent-
ing a comparatively few people
from using most of the parking
space in congested areas hours at
a time, some of them all day.
distort their interpretation of the
vote for personal reasons.
We're fed up with graft, cor-
ruption, irresponsible and mali-
cious character assassination, and
everything else that has been go-
ing on in Washington for too
many years.
We don't know yet whether we
want Kefauver or Stevenson or
Russell or somebody else on the
one hand, or Warren or Eisen-
hower or Stassen or whoever on
the other. We'll make that decis-
ion next November.
But we most decidedly know
we don:t want Taft any more than
we want Truman.
That's what the primary voting




The word "priest" is a contract-
ed from of "presbyter".
Most of the primates (so-called
"highest" group of atimals which
includes man) live in trees.
North America has nearly one
third of the world's railway mile-
age.
In feudal warfare, much of the
effort was devoted to capturing
noble fighting men alive so that
they might be held for ransom.
A large number of different
types of plants capture and con-
sume insects.,
It is believed that official gov-
ernment propaganda was not at-
tempted before World War I by




Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
PRINCETON FIRE DEPARTMENT
WANTS YOUR CO-OPERATION.
When you hear the Fire Siren, please drive
your car or truck to curb and stop, if you are
within two blocks of fire station. Do .not
move until siren stops and you know all fire
trucks have dbparted from station. After
you start to move, please proceed very slow-
ly and cautious and give the firemen the
right-of-way.
Also, when reporting a fire, be sure to give
name of occupant of property and full ad-
dress. Be sure to state whether it is North,





Washington — The gover-
nment's program of furnishing
radioactive isotopes free of pro-
duction costs for use against can-
cer may be. temporarily discon-
tinued unless scientists using
them curtail their demands where
possible.
The Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) has advised hospitals and
universities that funds covering
the system will run out early in
May at the present rate of de-
mand. Whenever the funds run
out, says AEC, users of the ma-
terials for cancer treatment, diag-
nosis and research will have to
pay for production costs in addi-
tion to transportation costs they
already pay. Users of isotopes for
other than cancer work already
pay for production costs.
The commission has told scien-
tists it already is * making plans
to assure continuance of the
"free" program from July 1, 1952,
to June 30, 1953. But meanwhile
it has asked users to decrease
their present orders if at all pos-
sible and has urged them to place
substitute purchase orders with
their suppliers instructing them
to continue shipments at cata-
logue prices when free shipments
are discontinued.
Catalogue prices for isotopes
vary according to the particular
substance, its radioactive power
and the amount requested, but
the quantity of radioactive iodine
used as a maximum dose for a
single treatment for thyroid can-
cer would cost $75.
Radioactive isotopes are produc-
ed at the commission's Oak Ridge,
Tenn., pliant for research in var-
ious fields of science, medicine,
agriculture and industry. Under
a special program isotopes re-
quested by American scientists
for use against cancer were fur-
nished free of production casts.
The intent was to spur the attack
on cancer,
In its new announcement to
scientists using materials against
cancer, the AEC said: "Congress





Wherever you go, ice-cold Coke
is almost always at your elbow.
It belongs beside your plate, too.
Enjoy it right from the frosty bottle. is
.011110 UNDER AUTHORITY OF MI COCA-COLA COMPANY ST
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
funds fur this program as
mended by the commission. 
The
commission in turn hil had to
determine a cost celUng for thi
s
program—the normal fait
get and finance procedt
fund limitation has
$450,000 annually
There's a squeeze o
your future and our
You know from personal experience what it
to be concerned about the 
future.
So do we.
Our gravest concern is how to maintain and strengthen
our service to you. For trains haul most of the raw'
materials and finished products that keep factories
humming, jobs plentiful and crops moving. Other
forms of transportation can't begin to shoulder
the load.
Fortunately the Illinois Central enjoys good health
today. For the past ten years business has been good.
What we have made has been spent to strength=
our railroad's service to you.
But during these same years, rising costs have made
it increasingly expensive to replace old equipment sod
make other needed improvements. Box cars today
cost almost twice what they did ten years ago. Other
equipment and materials cost much more, too, and
wages are at the highest level ever reached.
These mounting costs are the squeeze we are talking
about. Federal and state machinery controlling out
rates moves too slowly to relieve the pressure. •
This situation must be remedied. Controls over mies
must be modernized for faster action without sacri.:
ficing public safeguards. Such action is needed to
maintain and better the transportation service that yin
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It's a Spectimullaar Dual-Range Performer!
Yea—drive It yourself—
you'll pee why Go many,
many people are saying
that the new 1132 Dual-
Range' Pontiac' is the most
amazing—and the most
thrilling performer they
- dr' ever drove'
At the *heel of a new Pontiac you have
two entirely different types of perform-
ance under finger-tip control. In Traffic
Range you can have spectsculAr aro
ation and power—more than y
probably ever need. And when yoU
in Cruising Range—rolling along
open road so smoothly, silently
economically, you almost feel you
coasting!
Come in today—drive • wonderful
Dual-Range Pontiac yourself. It i•
tainly spectacular new proof that''
for dollar you can't blot a Poona!
rotte..1 d































To The First 50 Ladies Entering Our Store Friday and Satur-
day We Will Sell Your Choice of Our 44c 80 Square Print
For Only 15c yard - - - Limit 4 yds. To Customer
OUR BIRTHDAY GIFT TO YOU
PRE-EASTER CLEARANCE
TOPPERS and SUITS
$34.50 TOPPERS - Now
$21.98 TOPPERS - Now
$16.98 TOPPERS - Now
$12.98 TOPPERS - Now


















Our "VISION HOSE" - - - First Quality































Sanforized -- Full Cut
Many Patterns
2 for $100
31 x 99 size -- $2.19
81 x 108 size --$2.29
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Fredonia News
Mr. and Mrs. Wickliffe Crider
and children, Mandy and "Bobo",
all of New York, spent several
days last week with his aunt,
Mrs. W. M. Youn g, and Mr.
Young.
Mrs. George Johnson and son,
Kenny, both of Paducah, spent
the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson.
Coach and Mrs. Tip Downing,
who spent the past two weeks
with her parents, Professor and
Mrs. Guy Nichols, left Saturdary
for their home in Galesburg, Ill.
Mrs. May Freeman, Paul Free-
man, Mrs. Docie Freeman and
Marion Moore, Jr., were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Matthew
Freeman and family in Hender-
son, Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Westfail, of Ft.
Knox, and Mrs. Earl Hurst, of
Marlon, were guests g.L,Mr. ahd
Mrs. T. R. Akridge Salley after-
noon.
Mrs. C. W. Moore has returned
home after a visit of several
weeks with her daughter, Mrs.
Lawrence Jennings and Mr. Jen-
nings in Frankfort.
A group of the young people
of the Cumberland Presbyterian
church attended the Fifth Sun-
day Rally in Marion Sunday af-
ternoon.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. E. C. Harwood
and children, Charles Louis and
Mrs. Johnnie Walls, Ill of Mor-
ganfield, and Mrs. L. W. Baldwin
and Mrs. Charles Puckett, both
of Bowling Green, and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Grubbs, Mrs. Johnnie
Martin and son, all of Lyon coun-
ty, were Sunday dinner guests of
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore had
dinner with her mother, Mrs. Lee
Burklow, Sunday.
Coach Merle Nickell, Dick Rice,
Phillip Phelps, Evelyn Riley,
Wand& Phelips, visited Mamanoth
Cave Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. 17. E. Coleman,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phelps and
children were in Louisville Wed-
nesday.
Mrs. Charlie Stor:e a n d Mrs.
Jessie Stone were Sunday dinner
guests of M r s. Charles Brock-
meyer, Sr.












HERE'S THE BUY 7
REDUCED! 4.. .tOF THE YEAR! . ,
MEN'S









TIES Single and Double
For Your Suit Here's A
Breasted Styles ....
Price You Can't Beat! Wide Variety of Col-
1.00 ors to Choose From!
ONE GROUP GET YOURS NOW!
WOMEN'S
HOSE .30oo
All New Spring Shades
Drastically , alp
Reduced






Now at a Terrific
Most-Wanted Styles, From Dark or Light
Fabrics! Slim or New Colors




13.77 These would be per-
HURRY IN! fect for graduation
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO GET YOUR
EASTER OUTFIT AT A TERRIFIC SAVINGS!








. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
of Evansville, were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Young and
Mrs. Bernice Attridge.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
spent the weekend in Lexirgton
as guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Alvin Trigg, Mr. Trigg and little
son, William Robert.
Charles D. Akridge, student of
Murray College, spent the week-
end with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ruble Akridge.
Rev. Ray Wigginton left Sunday
for Memphis where he will assist
in a revival.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Whitt and
daughter, Patsy, all of Memphis,
spent the weekend with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts and
children, Tony and Larry, of Ev-
ansville, 'were weekend guests of
her mother, Mrs. Lee Burklow.
Mrs. John Baker has taken an
apartment in the home of Mr.
ar.d Mrs. Jim Ray.
Miss Lemma Cruce, of Clarks-
ville, Tenn., spent the weekend
with her sister, Mrs. Ivan H. Ben-
nett, and Mr. Bennett.
Mrs. Isabelle Yandell and son,
Bruce, of London, Ky., spent the
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Walker.
Mr. Fay Buchannan, of Louis-





met March 20 at the home of Mrs.
Charles Skees.
The major lesson on oven meals
was given by the leaders, Mrs.
Hunsaker and Mrs. Crowe. Each
member present helped to pre-
pare the delicious meal.
At roll call each one revealed
the name of their Sunshine friend
for the past year and names were
drawn for the coming year.
Mrs. Choice, t h e recreational
leader, led the group in games
and contests.
A shower of pink and blue
gifts was given to Mrs. George
Hunsaker.
Those present were Mesdames
Charles Skee s, Deamon Morris,
Shell Hunsaker, Wilborr: Crowe,
Shell White, Sr., Ragon Cummins,
Shell White, Jr., Cline Murphy,
Tully Choice, Floyd Hunter, Her-
man Oliver, Huel Nuckols, Willie
Wyatt and Mrs. Pike.
Visitors were Mesdames Leon
Cummins and daughter, Charles
Brockmeyer, John Hale and Bob-
by, Charles Lewis and Judy,
Eddy White, Melvin Skees, and
Miss Wilma Davis.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Pike.
Farmersville
T h e Farmersville Homemakers
Club met for an all day meeting
Thursday. March 20, at the home
of Mrs. R. T. Thompson.
An °e'en meal was prepared
under the direction of Mrs. H. C.
Russell and MTS. John McDowell.
At the business session eleven
members responded to the roll
call with a three or four letter
word that has meaning. The club
welcomed Mrs. Joe VanHooser as
a new member.
Mrs. Lillard Watson had charge
of the devotional. Mrs. H. C. Rus-
sell gave the thought for the
month and led the club in the
recreation program.
Those present were Mesdames
Liljard Watson, Luke Ray, Laceon
Watson, Gordon Brown, R. L.
Asher, Virgil Watson, Luke Wat-
son. Hewlett McDowell, H. C.
Russell, John McDowell and R.
T. "Thompson.
Visitors were Mrs. Henry Oli-
ver, Mrs. J. L. Blackburn, Mrs.
George Sherrill and Donnie and
Jamie, Mrs. Meble Son, Mrs. Joe
VanHoosier and Ellen. Jeffry, Ed-
die Lynn, Gray Watson and Miss
Wilma Vandiver.
Princeton Shoe Co.
pumps. . . the season's
most versatile footwear
Beautifully crafted to hug
your hard-to-fit instep. .
cling to your slender heel.
Costume colors and fabrics.
TABLE TENNIS MENACE: One
player you can tell without a
number is fancy Sharon Koehnke,
17-year-old Glen Ellyn, Ill. Miss
Sharon, whose free-wheeling play-
ing outfit is creating an English
furore reminiscent of Gussie Mo-
ran's famed lace panties, displays
the self-designed costume that
London officials at the .English
table tennis championships fear
may distract an opponent's atten-
tion. In any event, it's easy to
see the source of the fancy leg-
work that carried Sharon to the
1951 U. S. Junior Miss title. (AP
Wirephoto )
Princeton
Mrs. Billy Robinson was host-
ess to the Princeton Homemakers
Club, Wednesday, March 28, at
10:00 a. ,m at her home on Mc-
Nary street.
Mrs. Austin Oliver a n d Mrs.
Jewell Patterson gave the major
project, "Oven Meals". Each
member responded to roll call
with a three or four letter word
with meaning.
The devotional and thought for
the day were given by Mrs. W. H.
Holsapple. -Mrs. Buddy Varble
gave the minor project, a quiz on
the United Nations.
Those present were Mesdames
Austin 'Oliver, Jewell Patterson,
McKinney Mason, J. T. Fralick,
Clyde Fletcher, W. H. Holsapple,
Buddy Varble, J. D. Hodge, Jr.,
Labe Hogan, Jr., Billy Robinson.
and Miss Wilma Vandiver.
• I THE GARDENBy 1John S. Gardner, KentuckyCollege of Agriculture andHome Economics
A NUDISM 0111 MINOS
Lest early greens-sowin.g has
been overlooked, here is a last re-
minder to get them in, as. there
Is nothing finer than these first-
comers among the vegetables.
They are Giant Southern Curled
mustard, Scotch kale, Bloomsdale
spinach and even Essex rape, com-
monly regarded as only stock
feed, but which can stand quite
hot weather, as some of the others
canr.ot. •
The soil Should be rich with
manure, or if it is not, the rows
should be eideAlressed with nit-
rate (one pound to 100 feet) or
with dried, powdered poultry ma-
nure, (one peck). Row culture is
advised so that plant lice a n d
cabbage worms can be stopped.
Rotenone dust stops both, and, as
well, the black fleabeetles that
sometimes destroy greens at seed-
ing stage. For the "cabbage
greens", one ounce of seed sows
100 feet; for spinach, one ounce
sows 50 feet.
Another "cabbage green" that
should be used in more gardens is
Tendergreent.known, too, as mus-
tard spinach. It has the virtue of
becoming usable 30 days after
sowing, ar.d can be planted in
any month, April to September,
even in summers as hot as Ken-
tucky's sometimes are.
Radishes are timely to sow
now, especially the white vane-
ties that bear warm weather, be-
coming "hot" much more slowly
than the red sorts. The old stand-
by varieties are Lady Finger and
Icicle. There is a new red-and-
white radish that has behaved
well for the writer, known by
two names, Cherry Belle and
Cavajier. Even sown quite too
thickly, when those radishes were
pulled that were ready, the others
came along to make good radishes
that stayed sweet and solid even
to the end of June.
May the suggestion again be
made that shopping be done for a
"wet" sprayer, that could this
year pay for itself on a 100-pound
planting of potatoes, and again
by controlling garden insects, and
yet again, by controlling late
blight on both tomatoes and white
potatoes, should this disease come
again, as in 1950.
Quinn
The Quinn Homemakers Club Pleasant Grovemet Monday, March 10, at the
home of Mrs. A. E. Turley. Miss
Sylvia Turley assisted as co-host-
ess.
"Oven Meals", was the major
project studied for the month.
Mrs. Will Sigler and Mrs. Clyde
Coleman were elected president
a n d vice-president, respectively,
to fill the vacancies created by
the resignation of former officers.
The devotional and thought for
the month were read by Mrs.
Roosey Roberts. A total of two
books, 41 poems and 544 chapters
of the Bible had been read for
the month.
Those present were Mesdames
Welzie Beavers, Clyde Coleman,
Lewis Felker, Roosey Roberts,
Will Sigler, Eva Taylor, A. E.
Turley, Bessie Tayloe, Clintoa
Towery and son, Larry, and Mis-
ses Sylvia Turley and Wilma
Vandiver.
Crider
Mrs. Ted Holt was hostess to
the Crider Homemakers March 19.
The food lesson was prepared
under the direption of the lead-
ers, Mrs. Raymond Phelps and
Mrs. Dick Sons.
Mrs. Lexie Tosh was welcomed
as a new member.
Those present were Mesdames
Clifton Clift, William Coleman,
Harlan Ennis, J. C. Myers, Ray-
mond Phelps, Dick Sons, Herbert
Williams, Ted Holt, Hugh Yates,
Henry Hughes, Dolph Williamson
and Leslie Bright
Visitors were Mrs. Clyde Jones
and Sammy Kay Williams.
The next meeting will be held







(By Miss Nola Wilson)
This nice weather is being en-
joyed.
There were several at prayer
meeting Wednesday night. Mr.
Ralph Rogers was the leader and
bad a fine subject.
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Faughn re-
cently moved from near Eddy-
ville to their farm here which
they purchased last fall.
.Mr. Virgil Burgess and family
have moved from Princeton to
the Ralph Rogers farm.
Mr. Ross Farris and (may
have moved to Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Vonell McIntosh ,
have moved from Princeton to a
house vacated by Mr. Farris at
Nola Wilsons.
• Mr. and Mrs. William Aubrey
Cook are the parents of a daugh-
tor, Janice Lyne.
Rema Sue Haile recently visit-
ed Betty McCormick.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Mitchell
visited Mrs. Gertie Cortner and
family recently.
Mr. Leslie Ladd has purchased
the Herman Sizemore farm.
Mr. Oscar Storms is sick.
Mrs. Willie Ladd has been feel-
ing worse.
Mrs. Zora Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Clint Ladd visited Mr. and Mrs.
Claud Lindsey at Providence re-
cently.
Mrs. Leslie Ladd has been at
Cedar Bluff with her mother,
Mr. Charlie Cook is feeling
better. He has been visiting his
daughter. Mrs. Lucien Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Loniard Ladd and
Mrs. Ella Ladd visited their sick
relatives recently.
Durable, Stylish Splendor
for Walls and Ceilings
HOW KOTE brings undreamed-of, hid-
ing beauty to your every room . . .
because it smooth-sisals against dirt and
stain penetration, keeps 41 fresh low-
luster charm. And what's more, FLOW
KOTE is truly washable! Give your home
a really good going over . . . ask for
Du Pont FLOW KOTE today!
71' "..:• •••st. ...W11111111111111.11
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W. Market Phone 2.185
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FOR EVERY PURPO F
U. K. Makes Tests Of
Sudan Grass Varieties
Piper-and nit varieties of su-
dan grafi did best in tests at the
University of Kentucky Experi-
ment Station at Lexington the
past two seasons Other tunda
tested were Swee t, Colorado
Conunor., Sudan 23 and Wheeler.
Each variety was seeded in 7-
inch rows at $
the latter pen"
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The "Dancing on Air"
Musical Supreme!
1 lie BEV . •
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By Oliver C. Allcock
(Soil Conservation Service)
A. S. Crof t, of the Pleasant
Grove community,: had planned
to terrace (Iwo fields on his 185
acre farm this year. But after
studying the fields with the Soil
Conservation Service technician,
he decided to establish vegetated
or sod waterways for terrace
In corn, lack of nitrogen brings
light-green to yellow color, be-
ginnir.g along t h e midveins in
lower leaves and going up the
stalk and causing "firing" in dry
weather. Lack of potash causes
yellowing and dying of edges of
leaves, "leaf scorch", light chaffy
ears and poorly filled ends.
Where there is not enough phos-
phorus, corn leaves terx1 to turn
purple. Purpling, however, may
result from cool nights and insect
injury to roots.
Lack of potash in alfalfa and
clovers shows up in the yellow-
ing of the edges of the leaves, or
small white spots appear r.ear the
lea margins.
Leaves of aLealfa suffering from
lack of boron tend to become yel-
low and sometimes red r.ear the
ends. Yellowing is similar to that
caused by potash hunger. Leaf
hopper injury also causes yellow-
ing of leaves.
Dead Stock Removed
WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
for: Horses, Cows and Hogs
OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAK-
OF BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
--CALL--
NTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
We Pay All Phone Charges - - -
We Meet All Competition
TO DETERMINE TANK SIZE
REQUIREMENTS FOR YOUR HOME




In hem a sot weft 
2 52 gal. tank 52 gal. tank
3 52 gal. tank 66 gal. tank
4 66 gal. tank 80 gal. tank
5 66 gal. tank 80 gal. tank
6 80 gal. tank •I2 I 52 gal. tanks
7 80 gel. tank • ( 2)52 gol. tonks
•12)52 gal. tanks •12166 gal. tanks
•1.•kimagsrs Avoid bo
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outlets this Year and cor.struct
the terraces afterwards..
A sodded oublet for a terrace
system is similar to a foundation
for a house. It should come fire.
The outlets will have to carry
accumulated wate r. Therefore
they should be well estatSlished
before extra water is turned into
them. •
Outlets should be limed and
fertilized. A double amount of
seed and fertilizer to help provide
a quick thick growth is desirable.
New seedings should be mulched
lightly to conserve moisture.
Mulch should be spread very thin
over ground. Outlets should be
protected from livestock until es-
tablished.
CLEARS IDLE LAND
Carl Gray, of the Eddy Creek
community, is putting idle land
to productive use this year.
He his removed the bushes and
cut fifteer., acres of land with a
heavy bush and bog disc. After a
weld prepared firm seedbed is
made ready Mr. Gray will seed
the field to a grass and legume
mixture for pasture.
He also has constructed a pond
for livestock water on his farm
this spring.
PLANS WATER OUTLETS
I. Logan Traylor and Arthur
Jensky, of the Crider community,
made plans this week to protect
(By Cynthia Lowry)
The best gardens are the ones
rudimentary idea of soil and its
proper use. A working under-
standing of or.e's particular soil ire
the single, vital foundation of
good gardening. •
In the first place, soil 'consists
of two things: mineral particles
formed by the slow breakdown of
One of their fields from erosion
by diverting runoff water to a de-
sired outlet. Sod waterways are
to be established for outlets.
The soil conservation techLician
assisted in . making the surveys
for the diversions and in locating
the outlet.
SEEDS NEW STRUCTURES
Clifton Jackson,' of the Liberty
community, plans to reseed the
fill to the pond he constructed
in 1951. :
Other seedings made last fall on
some Lew structures did not sur-
vive the winter. These areas need
to be reseeded so the new struc-
tures will be covered with vege-
tation. The vegetation will give
protection to prevent erosion and
other damage caused by raindrop
splash and running water..
NOTICE SHEEPMEN
As a service to our customers and friends,
we are bringing in from the West profes-
sional sheep shearers. If their services are
desired, contact your County Agent's office.
THEN SWITCH
• to an automatic electric water heater:
For dependable hot water service, install an electric water
heater. Then you'll be sure of plenty of hot water for bath*,
for dishes, for laundry, for cleaning.
The electric water heater is completely safe, completely
insulated, fully autoritatic. Big, fast-heating units assure you
of hot water at all times. There are no flames, there is no
need for a flue.
For the best, most economical water heating service, make
sure your electric water heater is large enough. This will pay
you in lower water heating costs. If you don't know your daily
hot water requirements accurately, cheek yoar home on the
chart below. Get your electric water heater sized to fii your
growing needs.
See the new automatic ELECTRIC water heater at your deeler's
rocks, and organic particles caus-
ed by the decay of plant and ani-
mal life. Most soils contain a pro-
portion of each: •
SOIL QUALITY VARIES
The degree of disintegration of
the rock frequently determines
the quality of the soil for garden
purposes. A coarse sand, for in-
stance, • permits quick drainage,
allows Lutrients to leach away
and is apt to be less fertile than
desirable. On the other hand, a
heavy clay soil retains moisture,
excludes air and is usually diffi-
cult to handle. A soil somewhere
between these two, rich in organ-
lc matter, neither too light nor
too heavy, is generally to be de-
sired.
Most plants are fed by mineral
and organic Lutrients dissolved
in water, so it is important that
soils have a certain amount of
water-holding capacity. Air is also
essential to the roots. Soils should
be regarded simply as a medium
to brace a plant's roots and be a
conveyor of food which will make
It grow.
Food can be given to plants in
two ways: by supplying the soil
with organic elemeLts and de-
pending on natural processes, like
rain, snow, frost, bacterial action
to translate it into food, 07 by
supplying the soil with chemical
fertilizers.
Most gardeners uSe both, work-
ing with manures, compost, hum-
us, bone meal, Peat moss, and
other substances which improve
the texture of soils as well as
provide pfar.1 food. Then they
supplement with chemical ferti-
lizers, most of which contain, in
formula, nitr oge n, phosphoric
acid and potash, plus "trace min-
erals."
NITROGEN NEEDED
The fertility of most soils de-
Pend almost entirely, however, on
the presence of the three named,
especially nitrogen. Some crops
require more nitrogen thar. oth-
ers—particularly leaf crops. Pot-
ash is essential in stmulating root
crops. The percentage of each nut-
rient is indicated in formulas
printed on containers of commer-
cial fertilizers, as 5-10-5, showing
in order the nitroger.., phosphorus
and potash content.
If you harvest a crop or cut
flowers, it is necessary to ferti-
lize, because food reserves in the
ground are be i lig removed (as
they are when you sweep the
lawn after mowing).
Soils range, depending on mary
factors, from acid to alkaline.
Most plants thrive best in almost
neutral soils, from slightly acid
to slightly alkaline. It is wise to
find out the degree of your soil
and to pick your plants to meet
it. However, if you wish to change
the factor on a small basis, alum-
inum sulphate creates acidity;
periodic applications of lime (ag-
ricultural lime lasts longer that':
powdered) will increase the alka-
linity. It's expensive to try re
make major changes.
DRAINAGE IMPORTANT
Drainage of soil is another con-
cern of the gardener. In the event
"free water"—water which is not
absorbed readily by the soil or
Which fails to drain off properly
—collects, drainage precautions
should be taken. Sometimes im-
provir.g the quality of the soil
achieves this; sometimes it is
necessary to put drainage facili-
ties, such as pebble-filled trench-
es or agricultural tiles into the
ground to carry off excessive
water. Plants can drown and they
can rot from too mach water.
Finally, soils like a variety in
the things they grow. A "sick"





Because more people are living
to an older age than a few years
ago, there is considerable interest
in the kinds( of food folks in their
60's and 70's should eat, accord-
ing to home economists at the
University of Kentucky.
Of first importance, they point
out, is a sufficient amount of pro-
tEir.', minerals and vitamins to
keep the body in good repair and
running smoothly. Meat, fish,
poultry, cheese, eggs and milk
are excellent protein sources.
While milk is essential, it does
not take the place of meat, say
the home economists. Whether
one is sitting or actively working,
the amount of protein needed is
about the same.
Fruits, particularly tomatoes
ar.d citrus fruits, and vegetables
should be supplied generously
for their 'minerals and vitamins.
Vegetables cooked in their jackets
are particularly healthful.
Cereals, such as whole wheat,
oatmeal and wheat germ, are rec-
ommended f o r vitamin. B-com-
plea, part of which work for bet-
ter eyesight. .
T:iking on weight is an indica-
tion that more fats, starches and
sugars are being eaten than are
r.ecessary for energy and warmth.
Rich desserts, pies and cakes are
frills to add to the enjoyment of
a meal, but they should not take
the place of more important foods
rich in proteins and minerals.
T It e home economists recom-
mend checking the day's diet to
be sure it includes at least one
serving of meat, fish, poultry or
eggs; a pint or nitre of milk used
as a beverage or in foods; a total
of five fruits ar.d vegetables;
whole grain cereals or breads, and
butter or margarine. The week's
menu should include at least four
to five eggs.
It is often desirable for older
folks to eat five times a day, rath-
er than the usual three meals, the
food experts said. However, the
added meals should be healthful
foods, such as milk or orange
juice, not rich snacks.
tam crop. Even in flower beds—
ar.d definitely in the kitchen gar-
den—plan to rotate' your crops.
Plant a different item in a cer-








First Show Begins at 6:45 P. M.
Two Complete Shows Nightly
Thursday & Friday -- April 3-4
hicCRISIBI bu ll Wiliam "sir PhillipsKin • lam SiewUt
COMEDY CARTOON & NEWS






GE STORM. AUK MURPHY
CARTOON
Sunday & Monday -- April 6-7
CARTOON & NEWS
Tuesday & Wednesday -- April 8-9
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STEWARDESS $ 2.59
RANGE ettbi
• BIG MASTER OVEN!
Really big! F-xiwt oven heat at all times! Super Broiler for charcoal-
type broiling!
• NI-SPEED CALROD* UNITS!




• BIG THRIFT COOKER!
Six-quart deep-well cooker ideal for deep-fat frying, soups, and stews!
• NO-STAIN OVEN VENT!
Helps keep your curtains, walla - your entire kitchen—sparkling clean?
You've got to see this range to realize how many wonders of General









A group of delegates from the
Princeton Business and Profes-
sional Women's Club attended
the Spring Conference of District
1 and 2 of the Keatucky Federa-
tion of Business and Professionai
WoMen's Clubs which was held
Sunday at the Hotel Owensboro
in that city.
The Owenboro Club acted as
host for the conference.
Local members participating on
the program were Miss Elizabeth
Gray and Miss Parnell& Gordon.
Miss Hazel Palmer, who spoke
at the luacheon, is now serving
as national public affairs chair-
man of the National Federation
of B&PW Clubs. and director of
the Missouri Federation.
Those at-tending the conference
were Misses Busch Cummins,
Virginia MoCaslin, Mary Wilson
Eldred, Ciuwin Cash, Elizabeth
Gray, Pamelia Gordon, Robert
Lee Beck ar.d M r s. . Elizabeth
Rogers.
&leven clubs in the district were
represented at the meeting. They
included Hopkinsville, Marion,
Princeton, Mayfield, Murra y,






Mrs. Henry Sevison and Mis.
Shell Smith, members of the
Princeton Rose and Garden Club,
participated in the program at
the annual meeting of the Audu-
bon Region, Garden Clubs of
Kentucki, held April 2, at Mur-
ray.
T h e flower arrangement en-
beautiful potted pints
growing. Get your order in
now, for Easter delivery!
Azaleas - Hyacinths - Tulips
Cut Flowers and Corsages
COVINGTON'S, FLORIST
Phone 4005
121 Dawson Road Princeton, Ky.
Cool and balmy as the spring air — the feel
of your feet in these dainty low pumps of
airy mesh, accented with leather. So pretty
with party things, too. Blond mesh and
leather and Black mesh and patent leather.
A mere





Where Your Have More Cents
tered in competition was prepar-
ed by Mrs. Brad Lacy and Mrs.
J. H. Calloway.
Mrs. Robert A. Blair, state
president, from Corbin, spoke at
the luncheon. The guest speaker,
Mrs. Harlin Hodges, spoke. on
"Trials and Triumphs of a Gar-
dener."
Those attending from Prince-
ton were Mesdames C. F. Engel-
hardt, Brad Lacy, Beraice Davis,
W. D. Armstrong, J. H. Calloway,
Allison Akin, Shell Smith, Henry
,Sevison and Miss Eliza Nall.
Mrs. Craig Reviews
"For Heaven Sakes"
"For Heavens Sakes" was re-
viewed by Mrs. Frank Craig at a
meeting of the Evitom Club, of
the Central Presbyterian Church,
held Thursday, March 27, at the
annex.
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred pre-
sided at the business sessior. and
conducted the devotional.
A dessert course was served by
the hostess, Mrs. Ralph Blazier,
to Mesda.mes Charles Curry,
Frank Craig, Hugh Hunsaker,
Dean Piercy, Reg Lowery, F. A.
Loperfido, Allan Oliver, Wilks
Milstead, Misses Nelle Oliver,
Pamelia Gordon, Archie Dunning,
Mary Wilson Eldred, Mazy Craig,
Virginia Morgan and Myrtle
Nichols.
Mrs. Raul A. Lara, Miss Jane
Smith and Tammy Loperfido
Mrs. Hewlett Morgan
Entertains Bridge Club
Mrs. Hewlett Morgan entertain-
ed her bridge club, Friday, March
28, at her home on Hopkinsville
street.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
James W. Walker, Mrs. Joseph
Loftus and Gordon Lisanby.
Mrs. Morgan served a dessert
course to Mesdames Stanley
Sharp, Frederick Stallins, Hillery
Barnett, Gordon Lisartby, Ed
Johastone, Conway Lacey, James
W. Walker, Joseph Loftus, Mary
Mason, and Misses Mary Loftus,
Virgie Barnett and Mary Wilson
Eldred
Dinner Bridge Given
By Mrs. Grace Haydon
Mrs. Grace Haydon was hostess
at a dinner bridge Friday, March
28, at the home of Mrs. C. 0.
Akin, on Washington street.
The table was centered with
an arrangement of yellow daffo-
dils and spirea.
Those presera were Mesdames
C. F. Engelhardt, W. L. Mays, W.
G. Larkins, Eva Moss, Mae Blades,
C. A. Pepper, Arney Rawls, Har-
ry Long, Rube McKnight, C. 0.
Akin, and Misses Myrtle Nichols
and Bertie Nichols.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Eva Moss and Mrs. C. 0. Akin.
B&PW Benefit Bridge
Is Held At Clubroom
The Business and Professional
Women sponsored a canasta-
bridge benefit party Thursday,
March 27. at the clubroom.
There were three tables of
bridge ar.d six tables of canasta.
The canasta prize was awarded
to M A. Barnes, of Dawson
Springs, and the bridge prize was
awarded to Mrs. Jack Crider.
Those serving on the commit-
tee were Mrs. Rupert Belt, Mrs.
Jessie Williamson, Mrs. Lillie
Belle Childress and Mrs. Eliza-
beth Rogers.
Leader Congratulates
Mr. ar.d Mrs. William C 00k,
Route 1, Cobb, on the birth of a
daughter, Janet Lynne, March 13..
Mr. and Mrs. John Butler Mar-
tin, Route 3, on the birth of a
daughter, Nancy Jo, March 14. j
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Eugene
Cramer, Route 3, Dawson Springs,
on the birth of a son, William Ray,
March 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Jahr.. Beckham
Haile, Route 2, on the birth of a
son, Harold 'Beckham, March 23.
r. and Mrs. Joseph William
Board, Route 1, on the birth of
twin daughter and son, Sharon
Gail and Randy Dale, March 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Sheble,on the birth of a son, Clifton
Matthieus, March 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hollo-
man, on the birth of a son, Clar-
ence Eugene, March 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Penning-
ton, Eddyville road, on the birth
of a daughter. Deborah Lynn,March .
NMr. and Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell,
Route 3, on the birth of a son,
Zann Martin, March 27.
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Ausen-
haugh, Dawson Springs, on the
birth of a daughter, Susan Faye,
March 23, at the Madisonville
Hospital,
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Wel-
born, Madisonville, on the birth
of a daughter, Pamela Den lie,
March 19, at the Madisonville
Hospital, Mrs. Welborn is the
former Melva Cummins, daughter
of Mr. and Mn. 011Ie Curmulna
The paternal grandparents, are
Mr. and Mrs. Verribit Welloirrn, of
Maas/divine.
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Beta Sigma Sorority
Elects New Officers
Mrs. R o y Rowland, Jr., was
elected president of t h e Alpha
Tau Chapter, Beta Sigma Phi so-
rority at a meeting held Tuesday,
April 1, at the home of Mrs. Vir-
gil Woodall.
Other officers elected were
Mrs. William T. Lynn, vice-presi-
dent; Mrs. Robert Gordora record-
ing secretary; Mrs. Shelby Pool,
corresponding secretary; M r a.
James Guess, treasurer, and Mrs.
Joe Barnes, extension officer.
Out-going officers a r e Mes-
dames Glenn Bright, Roy Row-
land, Jr., Dean Piercy, Virgil
Woodall, Johra Aikiniand Robert
Gordon.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess to Mesdames John
Aikins, Joe Barnes, Glenn Bright,
William Lynn, Dean Piercy, Shel-
by Pool, Bill Presler, Billy Rob-
inson, Roy Rowland, Jr., C. W.
Scott, and C. F. Engelhardt.
Mrs. Hutchinson Is
Hostess To Bridge Club
Mrs. Randolph Hutchinson was
hostess to her Friday night. bridge
club, March 28, at her home on
North Harrison.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
George Stevens and Mrs. Delmar
Shortt.
A dessert course was served to
Mesdames Sam Jones, George
Stevens, W. E. Willis, Delmar
Shortt, Robert Parsley and Miss
Mabel McLin. Mrs. Charles Bar-
rett and Mrs. Frank Wilson were
To Meet Here Tonight
The Princeton Rose and Gar-
den Club will meet Thursday, j E
Sgt. and Mrs. Morris C. John-
son, of Hopkinsville, are to move
to Princeton Monday, into an
apartment in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Coleman.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. J. 0. Humphries,
of Paducah, were the weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Hum-
phries.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Isaacs and
daughter, Jenny Lou, all of Dan-
ville, Ky., were guests of Mrs.
Isaacs' sister, Mrs. Robert Dalzell,
Franklin street.
Mrs. W. P. Kirkman and daugh-
ters, Kate and Ann, spent the
weekend with Dr. and Mrs. Ov-
erbey, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Larkins
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Gregory, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. P'Pool, Jr.,
mad son, have returned to Borger,
Texas, aftbr a visit with their
parent s, Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
P'Pool, and Mr. and Mrs. Dea-
mon Morris, Hopkinsville road.
Mrs. B. I. Sparks, of Memphis,
Tenn., spent several days last
week with Mr. and Mrs. John S.
Hutcheson and family, Franklin
street.
Larry Pedley and his guest,
Don Stewart, of Greeley, Colora-
do, have returned to The Citadel,
Charleston, S. C., where they are
cadets.
Miss Frances Dawson is visit-
ing at Columbus, Ga., and other
southern cities.
Miss Helen Brown, of Lexing-
ton, spent the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Brown,
W. Main street.
April 3, at 7:30 p. m., at the
George Coon Library.
The program will be given by
Mrs. Huel Nuckols who will pre-
sent colored slides of Alaska.
Mrs. Nuckols spent last summer
at Anchorage, Alaska, at the
home of her daughter and fam-
ily. Sgt. and Mrs. W. W. Willis.
Mrs. Nuckols made t h e round
trip by plane. .
Mrs. Jahn McLin will give the
first installment from the newly
published book, "The Plant Doc-
tor", by Cynthia Westcott.
Members are staked to bring
specimens of jonquils and minia-
ture arrrangements for display.
Mrs. Lisanby Hostess
To Advisory Council
The Advisory Council of the
Caldwell. County Homemakers
met March 27, at the home of
M r s. Alvin Lisar.by, Eddyville
:dad.
s. Homer Mitchell, county
president, arnounced that the
Pennyroyal District Federation
meeting will be held in Cadiz,
Saturday, April 28.
It was reported by Mrs. J. A.
Hemingway, county membership
chairman, that 18 clubs had a
membership df 303. She said that
goals had been' met in both new
Clubs and members.
Miss Eliza Nall stated that 1,017
pieces of reed had been made
with more than 300 of those fire-
side baskets.
Other county leaders who gave
reports included Mesdames Char-
les Hubbard, Lester Paris, Cecil
Brasher, Guy Shoulders aad Rob-
ert 'Cbleintin,
The program for the coming
year was'discussed by Miss Leone
Gillett, assistant state leader, Uni-
versity of Kentucky.
Garments made during a short
course in tailoring were shown
.by Mesdames Anna Dean McEl-
roy, Earl Wood, Charles Brock-
meyer, Raymond Phelps, Floyd
Jones and Miss Eliza Nall.
At the coaclusion of the pro-
gram Mrs. Alvin Lisanby conduct-
ed a tour through her recently re-
modeled kitchen. Mrs. J. W. Hol-
lingsworth and Mrs. J. Gordon
Lisanby presided at the table dur-
ing the reception.
Those attending were Mesdames
Leon Cummins, Earl Spurlock,
Labe Hogan, Charles Skees, Ora
Bryant, Wylie Browra S. J. Low-
ry, Dolph Williamson, John R.
McDowell, G. H. Sharp, J. J. Rog-
ers, Denny Cash, Charles Peters,
Earl Wood, Anna McElroy, Char-
les Brockmeyer, Raymond Phelps,
Floyd Jones, J. W. Hollingsworth,
J. Gordon Lisanby, Charles Hub-
bard, Lester Paris, Cecil Brasher,
Guy Shoulders, Robert Coleman,
J. A. Hemingway, Homer Mitchell,
Misses Eliza Nall and Leone Gil-
ett and Mrs. Lisanby.
\IStaff Se rgeant William D.
Hughey spent several days this
week with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. 'William Hughey. Airman
first class Charles Kelly, of St.
Louis, also stationed at Keesler
Air Force Base, is a guest of Sgt.
Hu hey.
r. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood,
of Linwood Farm, and Miss Lur-
line Humphries, of Cadiz, were
the dirtier guests of J. Locke
Humphries at the Hopkinsville
Elks Club, Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Harvill
;WA 'Sunday' ir Paaik."
CflOOl Menus ror
ast Side Pupils
Luncheon menus for pupils at
East Side Grade School during
the week of April 7 will be as
follows:
MONDAY
Pork patties, creamed potatoes,
gravy, lima beans, cabbage slaw,
nuts, bread, butter, cookies and
milk.
TUESDAY
Lunch meat, navy beans, stew-
ed tpmatoes, car r ot curls, pie,
milk, bread and butter.
WEDNESDAY
Green beans, potatoes, cheese,
slaw. cup cake, butter, bread and
milk.
THURSDAY
Spaghetti tread with meat,
great northern, beans, hot rolls,
jelly, honeyed beets, milk and
butter. ;de
FRIDAY
Chicken and dressing, peas,
sliced tomatoes, cocoanut c a k e,
nuts, bread, butter and milk.
What could be sweeter,
prettier, in a season when
paisleys are so much in the
news? Fine white crochet
frosts the collar and
front bodice. The paisley
pattern a Nelly Don
exclusive on washable sheer
rayon.
Mrs. Herschel Creelanut spent
last week visiting her son, Mr.
Jimmie Creekmur, Mrs. Creek-
mur and daughter at Murray.
Mrs. Claude Robir.eon, Mrs.
Euell. Sweeney and Mrs. Billie
Greettem were in Nashville, Tues-
day.
Price Hopson, of Clarksville,
was a guest of his aunt, Mrs. Dana
Wood, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Hancock and
Midnight Hancock were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hancock.
Mrs. Robert Gordon and Nor:,
Briggs, have been visiting her
sister, Mrs. William Shreve and
son, at Bowling Green.
Mrs. Randall Shemwell and
daughter, Randa Jo, of Jonesboro,
Arkansas, were guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Cartwright, several days last
week.
MTS. Dewey Ladd was called to
Mayfield last week because of the
death of her grandmother.
Mrs. Gordon Glenn and Mrs. J.
W. Walker were in Louisville
Thursday.
Mrs. Elliott Mitchell, of Detroit,
Michigan, was called home be-
cause of the illness of her mother,
Mrs. Fred Watson. She also is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Hyland
Rev. and Mrs. Clay Hobgood,
their son and daughter, Rev. Ben
Hobgood and Mrs. Randy Martin,
visited Mr. and.Mrs. Reg Lowery
and family, South Jefferson.
street, Saturday. 'Rev, pnd MTS.
Hobgood are missionaries on
leave from the Belgian Congo,
Africa. • •
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Ennis,
Highland avenue, are visiting
their son, Portet Ennis, and fam-
ily, at Chicago.
Mesdames Harry Joiner, Jr.,
James Shrewsbury, Richard Mor-
gar. and James Landes were in
Evansville Friday.
Miss Virginia Hodge, of Prince-
ton, and her sister, Miss Mary
Dancie Hodge, of Osvenaboro,
have been called to Hopkinsville
by the illness of their aunt and
uncle, Mrs. R. T. Cook and Mr.
Garnett Roach, who are patients
in the Jeanie Stuart Hospital.
oassonsimmawmossisssonser
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis, of They were accompanied to
Harrodsburg, spent the weekend neer by Mrs. Sharp's as
with friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Jernes L Bock
and daughter, Marilyn Jean, of
Lexington, spent the weekend
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
T. Seek, Jr., W. Main street.
Mrs. Gus Carnes', of Hopkins-
ville, Mn."Blankenship
and Mrs. M. V- Beard, both of
Clarksville, 'Tenn., were visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Greer, over
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Sharp, W.
Main, have returned from a visit
with Mrs. Sharp's mother, Mrs.
J. T. Williams, at Pioneer, Ohio.
law, Mr. Ernest Pryle,
visiting them at Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L.
West Main, attended the
of Mr. Patmoy's sister.
Mn. Crawford Palling, e
ion, Saturday.
Miss Rosie Beck,
College, spent the weekend
her parents, Mr. and Mri.
Beck, Jr., West Main street
Cows which eat wild ori
ten give milk which has as
flavor.
For All Caldwell County Children
Under Six Years of Age.
APRIL 10, 7:30 p. m.
BUTLER AUDITORIUM
Please call 2162 to enter your child. Tickets ay
able at Stevens Insurance Agency. Your ch
will appear on the stage and be judged on
sonality, cuteness and health.
Prizes will be a $25.00 savi
bond and a $10.00 cash.
Picture of the winner will be published in
Princeton Leader. Please bring contest childr
to the auditorium by 7:00 p. m.
Sponsored by Beta Sigma Phi Sorority
Don't despair if you "till haven't selected your Easter
outfit! Newly arrived styles in coats, suits and dresses
assure you more than adequate choice of Spring's fav-
orite fashions. So de stop tomorrow, or any day this
week or next; we'll do our utmost to please you.
All the latest styles in your





Fresh new gloves — the
important finishing touch
for every Easter outfit
See our Fownes In short
and eight button lengths
In all the new shades.
Dressy or tailored blow'
es in silks, nylons and




Color is big news in costume
jewelry. Earrings, brace-
lets, pins and pearl.. Choose
from them to complement
your Easter outfit.
Ls the high sh.,4i
Cord,', Faille and •.,1,'"
Shop The Easy Way
This Easter By Visiting
This Community's Fin
est Department Store
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
uermost Stephens,
• " herlot at Mario
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erschel Stephens, South
, visited her &lighter,
rt Herry, at Marloq last
d Mrs. Walker Wright,
' sville, were the Sun-
Is of Mr. and Mrs. Curlie
opkinsville street.










raw home with the
ye mica advertised la
Noma a Gardena wad
sitignintstk
Mrs. Edgar Fralick, Franklin
street, is confined to her home
because of illness.
,Riehard Freeman, Eddiville
rAid, returned home Saturday
from Nashville where he had






OUR STOCK IS LIMITED!
BROWN'S
RNITURE DEALER & FUNERAL DIRECTOR
OURTEOUS AMBULANCE SERVICE
one 3515 Night Phone 3320
Fredonia High
School Brevities
James Ivan Cartwriel '., class of
1951, ape r. t Friday at Fredonia
High. James Ivan's next assign-
ment will take him to Alaska.
Pupils who took part in the
Style Show held in the gymnas-
ium Friday night were Wanda,
Phelps, Evelyn Riley, Ruby Bak-
er, Brenda Kay Vinson, and Don-
na Quertermous.
Miss Cleo Hart attended a meet-
ing for commerce teachers in
Murray Friday and was accom-
panied by four members of the
Sophomore Class of which she is
sponsor. Those accompanying
Wm; Alert were Joyce Ann Bog-
gigs, Anna Bell and Daisy Holt,
and Joann York. Miss Eloda
Ramey, commerce teacher at
Lyon County High, also accom-
panied Miss Hart.
Coach Nickell, Dick Rice, Paul
Phelps, Donna Quertermousi
Wanda Phelps, and Evelyn Riley
spent Saturday at Mammoth Cave.
Ella Jean Ray and Jeanie Har-
per spent the weekend in Padu-
cah with Rosalie and Marlin Ray.
Jv1r. al.c1 Mrs. Guy Niohols were
guests at dinner ait Kenlake Ho-
tel'Thursday evening.
Mr. Joe Hook, representatite of
Balfour, from Hopkinsville, was
a visitor at Fredonia High Men-
day.
The FFA boys will sponsor a
donkey ballgame on April 7 at
8 p. m., at the Fredonia gymnas-
ium.
The Parent-Teacher Association
will meet at 2 p. m, Friday, April
4, at the library.
NIGHT RIDERS HIT FARMERS
Kentucky's tobacco growers,
now relatively satisfied with to-
bacco prices, once faced persecu-
tion because they thought prices
should be raised. In the early
1900's bands of masked men
roamed the countryside on horse-
back and threatened those who




single and double breasted models. Smart
r Spring and for occasions through the year
$50—$52.50
Platinum Gray Flannels —
two button models. Choice of well -dressed young men
art bock-ground for colorful ties and socks. $50
Sharkskins—
gray, tan, blues and browns. In single and double
pular price $35.
all spring colors.




Tweeds, checks and solids. Longs and shorts.
Slacks —
fancy and plain. Woolens and rayons.
$7.50 - $15.
Enro Easter Finery
In smart, crisp whites or a nest full "pale
tints and he-man stripes - - - all with Enro
Sew-manship. $3.95 - $5.
Lee Hats—
just the thing to top off the new outfit. Pre-
shaped, water repellent. $7.50.
Ties—





Last Week In Sports
(By James Ausenbaugh)
Football coach Johnny Hackett
says r.ext fall's. Butter Tigers will
be the smallest team since he has
been here. But he thinks he will
get "a lot more scrap and fight
out of them" because all varsity
positions are open and the boys
will have to work hard for the
starting spots.
Nine lettermen from last year's
pigskin squad are gone and Hack-
ett says that will hurt. "Experi-
ence it more valuable than any
other one factor," Hackett sald.
That includes size and even abil-
ity.
Hackett and his asilstant coach,
Cliff Cox, are working on the
split T, but they haven't had
time to find out how well the
"Missouri" formation .will.go. The
split T was first used, at least
first in the modern era, by Coach
Don Faurot of the University of
Missouri.
The Butler gridders worked
from the single and double wing
formations last y ear. But, as
Hackett and Cox will tell you,
you have to have a powerful full-
back and an excellent blocking
back to make the wing forma-
tion go, and "we just don't have
it this year," Hackett said.
The 40-antin squad reported for
Spring practice Monday, March
24. They will probably practice
until the second or third week in
this morAh.
* a a
Half-sized Benny Purcell, star
guard on the 1951-52 Murray
Thoroughbred basketball team, is
creating quite a sensation playing
with the College All-Stars against
the crack Harlem Globe Trotter
club.
Benny whipped in 10 points in
a morning game and 15 in the
evening contest Tuesday with his
amazingly accurate jump shot, the diffcretre.
but the Trotters won both con-
tests.
Another star of ,this past sea-
son's Murray club, Garrett Be-
shear, will be-honored with an
appreciation night celebration by
the Dawson Springs Lei Wilson
Stevens vyw Post No. 5359 in
the near future.
Beshear, the "old man" of the
Murray squad, is a native of
Dawson Springs although he play-
ed his high school basketball for
the Nortonville Badgers.
Garrett's coach at Murray, Har-
lan Hodges, ;had also been invited
to attend the appreciation night.
* * *
The Kansas Jayhawks and the
AAU chasnpion Caterpillar Dies
els from Peon, Ill., will send
seven players each to represent
the United States in the summer
Olympic games at Helsinki, Fin-
land. The two teams were final-
ists in the Olympic trials. The
Diesels won the contest.
Kansas came through the col-
legiate ranks to win the Olympic
trip largely because of their good,
big center, six foot-Line inch
Clyde Lovellette, and, conversely,
Kentucky lost to St. Johns in
the NCAA meet largely because
they lacked a big man.
Kentucky fans can't help but
wonder what would have hap-
pened if the Wildcats of Adolph
Rupp had retained the All-Amer-
ica play of seven foot Bill Spivey.
Many ;fans think "Spive" could
have !bade the difference.
The only tangible thing to go
on is the Kentucky-Kansas game
during the 1950-51 season, in
which Spivey held the Jayhawk
center to one or two field baskets
when Lovellette had a plus 20
points per game average. Yes,
maybe Big Bill could have made
Love Cannot Be
Imposed On Child
; (By David Taylor Markel
Do you want your child to love
you?
Of course you do. You want
the love he bears you to grow
with his growth. But love cannot
be imposed; it must be nourish-
ed with endless patience and
skill.
That's the belief of teachers
and writers who were invited by
National Parent-Teacher Maga-
zine to express their views of
how to get your child to love you.
And they speak not only from
their professional contacts with
childrer., but also from their ex- By Oliver C. Allcock
periences as parents. r (Soil Conservation Service)Take the views of Dr. Harold Donald Roberts, one of theG. Shane, professor of education
at Northwestern University. His 
Caldwell County Soil Conserve-
p-rinciples for ;building feelings of
respect and security and love in
young people are based on par
ents giving of themselves rather
than seeking to substitute mater
ial things with which they hope
to bribe their children to love
them. He means, taking time out
to do things with them—reading
to them, playing with them, going
places with them.
He believes you gain the respect
of your children by letting chil-
dren see that you respect them.
Children, he says, "will mirror
or reflect the quality of the cour-
tesy and kindliness they receive."
He explains:
"Children need to know that
they are loved for what they are







For Rusty Lee Jenkins
Committal services for Rusty
Lee Jenkins, infact son of Mr.
,and Mrs. Herschel Jenkins, were
'conducted at 11 a. m. Wednesday,
April 2, at the Perry cemetery.
, The infant was born at Cald-
well County War Memorial' Hos-
pital at 1:50 Monday morning. He




even if they are
the embodiment
virtues.
"If you want your child to love
you, he should be protected from
unreasonable, premature pressure
for achievement and adult behav-
ior."
Another parent educator and
author, Rhoda W. Bacmeister,
carries this point a little further.
"A wise parent," she says, "does
not try to impose his own dream
upon his child.. .. We must never
try to own our children—only to
foster and guide them within the
limits set by their own natures."
But this doesn't mean letting
them have their heads entirely,
she says. "Blindly adoring and
overindulgent parents who neg-
lect their duty will in time lose
the respect of their children. No,
we don't own our children, but
neither do they own us.. . , Love
mustobe both giving and receiv-
ing if it is to endure."
Frank B. Gillbreth, Jr., journal-
ist and co-author of "Cheaper by
the Dozen," points out that love
mewls being really interested in
your children. "A parent's love
for his children should come na-
turally; I doubt if it can be ac-
quired. But a parent's interest in
his children certainly can be ac-
quired."
Katherine H. Read, director of
nursery schools, Oregon State
College, points out:
"If you want your child to love
you, you must feel important as a
parent. Accepting the importance
of being a father or a mother
means finding satisfactions in
homemaking. It meats letting
children open tip new possibili-
ties for us in the way of er.joying
simple things, of not hurrying on
to a merles of leas important things.
Being a parent is different from





tion District supervisors, at-
tending a state meeting of the
directors of the Division of Soil
and Water Resources at Frank-
fort, Kentucky, this week.
Mr. Roberts is director from
the First Congressional District.
lie lives on his farm in the Old
Quinn community.
* * *
W. P. Oldham, chairman of the
local soil conservation district su-
pervisors, presided at a meeting
of the supervisors and represen-
tatives of the agricultural agen-
cies, located in Caldwell county.
The purpose of the meeting was
to discuss conservation activities
for Caldwell county during 1.951.
Present at the meeting were
Vernon Burchett, Edwin Lamb,
W. P. Oldham and Donald Rob-
erts, supervisors; Chas. Hubbard
and Wood Holloway, On The
Farm Training Program; Henry
E. Brandon, Jr., Farmers Home
Administration; R. A. Mabry, Ex-
tension Service; Gordon Brown,
Division of Game and Fish, and
Oliver C. Allcock, Soil Conserva-
tion Service
So far there has been absolute-
ly no confirmation—officially —
that the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion is interested in locating an-
other A-Energy plant in Ken-
tucky.
There are very real indica-
tions, though, that this is the case,
and after making a personal
check with some of my own very
reliable news sources in Wash-
ingtor. I'm convinced that it is
true.
This possibility raises a num-
ber of very interesting implica-
tions for the entire state,
In the first place, it was report-
ed some time ago that Louisville
proper is on the Kremlin's list,
but well down the line, as a
bombing objective should the
Communists launch warfare.
If memory serves, Kentucky's
largest city was 28th. Then the
Atomic Energy Plant was started
at Paducah. This put Louisville
well up the list, because both the
Oak Ridge and Paducah plants
certainly would be struck if we
suffer an air attack.
If another plant is located near
Louisville, as seems to be at worst
a possibility, it would raise the
city's rank on the target list to
something like fifth place, give or
take a couple of points.
This does not seem to be parti-
cularly good planning of vital de-
fense industry. If we assume that
all three plants get into operation
before -this hypothetical attack, a
determined assault would knock
out a very sizeable chunk of our
Atomic Energy production.
• It also would blow two vital
and productive points in Kentuc-
ky and one Or.' our border in
Terinessee sky high.
Common sense should dictate
that we spread the plants as far
apart front each other as practi-
cal, so as to make it as difficult
and costly as possible to destroy
a smaller percentage of our total
A-Energy production.
There is another argument
agair.st selection of the East Jef-
ferson county - West Oldham
county site which seems to me as
sound as a silver dollar.
The farm land and small com-
munities which probably would
be included in the area are very
high priced. Some of this land
will run to thousands of dollars
an acre. '
For the benefit of the taxpay-
ers, it would be infinitely better
if the Atomic Energy Commission
would put a new plant someplace
where the vast area its plants re-
quire can be purchased for a few
dollars an acre. There are many
such places in our country.
As a citizen of Kentucky who
has implicit faith that atomic
energy will be harnessed arid be-
come the heating, lighting, motive
power of the future, I'd like to
see that plant in our state.
As a citizen of the United
States who is concerned for the
welfare of the whole nation, and
its best defense against attack,
it doesn't seem to me location of
another A-Energy plant in Ken-
tucky is desirable at all.
• a a
John and Minus Cox, Fredonia
community, received 2000 bicolor
lespedeza plants this week from
the Division of Game and Fish,
Nursery, cooperating with the lo-
cal soil conservation district su-
pervisors. The plants Will be used
to produce quail food. Rabbits
also feed from the balk of the
plants.
Chester Stephens. farm game
project, Division of Game and
Fish, says that cover for quail to
make their nests in is important
for their production. Sericea lea
pedeza and mu/tihora rose are
often used in connection with the
bicolor for this purpose.
"Many quail nests are destroyed
when fields are mowed," Mr.'
Stephens said.
* * *
J. P. Bicknell, Soil Conserva-
tion Service engineer, was in
Caldwell county this week.
studying with, the local work
unit conservationist permanent
type soil and water conservation
practices established during 1951.
Mr. Bicknell works out of Ow-
ensboro.
University Develops
New Barley For State
Every year more farriers are
growing barley as a cover follow-
ing tobacco or for grain produc-
tion. Those who sowed barley the
past fall turned under a heavy
green manure crop this spring, or
will harvest a good yield of grain
next June.
Kenbar is the name of sn im-
proved variety of winter barley
developed at the University of
Keetucky ExperimentS t a t I on.
Outstanding characteristics are
high yield, strong straw, early
maturity and resistance to dis-
ease. It is recommended for both
grain production and as a cover
crop.
Farmers Interested in growing
barley should read a new circular
of the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics called "Kenbar Win-
ter Barley."
Work Started On Film
To Show Industrial
Advantages In State
Work on a motion picture that
will show Kentucky's modern de-
velopment in industry and agri-
culture will start this week and
the picture is expected to be ready
for distribution early next year.
The film will be sponsored by
state legdera in business, industry
ar.d agriculture and the State
Agricultural Development Board.
It will be used mainly for out-of-
state showings to manufacturers,
business firms and military plan-
hers who may be interested ia
Kentucky's advantages.
The film will also be available
for schools, fraternal and civic or-
ganizations, chambers of com-
merce and television: presentation.
Mrs. Gus Kortrecht, Louisville,







Proportiyned not just for length but at every vital point.
Measurements at each of these points are different for
each size stocking - no matter what size you wear,
you're sure of lovelier, more flattering, more comfort-
able nylons. 60 gauge, IS denier, beauties - at no extra




portance, it can be more crestive,
more developing, more' exciting.,
ft requires preparation and ma-
turity.
"If you want your child to love
you, feel that beir.g a parent is a
real profession, worth the time
and thought It takes-end your







We Have Quality, Low Cost Screens, In All Standard Sizes And Everything
You Need To Paint And Repair Your Old Ones.
For That Spring Painting Job
Use
WARREN PAINTS









Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. 
each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes
-
day at 7:00 p. m.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:55 a. in., Morning Service
6:00 p. m. Youth Meeting
7:00 p. in. Worship Service
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pas
tor
Worship, 8:30 o'clock.
Church School, 9:54 o'clock.
Morning Worship, 11:00 o'clock.
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock




H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. In. Morning Service
8:15 p.m. Training Union





CHURCH (ca._ THE IMMACU-
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL-
INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
.7.1ements is assistant pastor.
FAIRVIEW bAPTIST
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur-
day at 7:30 p.
NORTI-ISIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30
a. m.
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship 11 a. m.
Training Union-6 p. m.




Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
arm




Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor
Services every Sunday, 11:00
a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday at
10:00 a. m.
Pr ayer service, Wednesday
7.00 p. in.
Services each Saturday before
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
17UMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a. in.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednes-
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
fRev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Satuiday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. m. and 7:30 p.
DONALDSON BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. in.
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
WHITE SULPHUR
Rev. Herbert N. Lewis, Ministe
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Ed Young, Supt.
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
Everett Hogan, Director
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday
7:00 n m.
Attend the church where yo
will receive a cordial welcome.
SECOND BAPTIST
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship 11, a. m.
Training Union 6 p.
Evening worahip 7 p. m.
Wednesday service 7 p. m.
BRIDGE TO REPLACE FERRY NEAR 
CUMBERLAND FALLS—The bridge which will
 be built by the State Highway Department to
replace a hazardous ferry crossing the 
Cumberland River above Cumberland Falls on 
Ky. Route 90 is shown at the top above. It wili 
be faced
With native stone, with massive arches 
arising from the stream. At the bottom, 
a location plan shows that the bridge will be placed 
armed a
bend in the river from the falls, so that it 
will not be seen from that point. The plans 
include several ether details to make the structure fit tate
the scenery. Bids for construction of the 
bridge wUl be received April 11,
February 1, 1921. W. L. Davis, car.didacy of Guy S. 
Dunning, for
of the Davis & Son Marble Works, the office of s
heriff, subject to
is or. the sick list with a severe the action of the 
Democratic par-
ty of Caldwell county.
; February 11, 1921. R. T. Hum-
phries of near Princeton spent
several days during the past week
visiting his brothers and sister at
Cadiz.
• • .
February 11, 1921. Mr. and Mrs.
Shell Hunsaker and daughter, of
Carterville, Illinois, spent last
week with their parents near
here.
• • •
February 15, 1921. The Leader
is authorized to announce t h e
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. John L. Washburn, Pastor
SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11:00 a. m.
Training Union, 6:00 p. m.
Evening Services, 7:00 p. m.
THURSDAY
Prayer Meeting each Thursday
night, 7:00 p. in.
MT. HEBRON BAPTIST
Rev. Raymond Rich, pastor
Sunday School, 10:00 a. m.
Norman Lee Milton, Supt.
Services every second and
fourth Saturday at 1A0 p. in. and
every second and fourth Sunday
at 11:00 a. m.
Prayer service every Tuesday
at 7:00 p. m.
QUINN BAPTIST
Rev. Harold Christian, Pastor
Sunday School every Sunday
at 10:30 a. in.
Preaching every first and third
Sunday at 11 a. m.
MIDWAY BAPTIST
Rev. J. R. Puckett, pastor
10 a. m. Sunday School
11 a. m. Morning Worship
6 p. m. Training Union




Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
Services every Sunday. 11:00
Sunday Schoal 9:45 a. m.
a. m. and 7:30 p. in.
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
FREDONI'a CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. m.
Preaching each first and third
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
FREDONIA FIRST
PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 10:00 a. in.
-Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
202 West Locust Street
Lige Cook, Minister
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m.
Preaching and communion each
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Rey. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Preaching each first and third
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
Sunday School every Sunday
10:00 a. m.
Prayer meeting each Wednes-
day preceding first and third Sun-
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a. in.
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
a. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:16
p. m.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Poster
Sunday School every Sunday,
9:45 a. m.
Worship Service every Sunday,
I1:00 a. m. and 7: p. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
p. in.
MT. OLI VET GENERAL
BAPTIST
Rev. C. A. Travis, Pastor
Regular services every fourth
Sunday School MOO a. m. ev-
ery Sunday.
• • •
February 15, 1921. Elouise, the
little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. K.
L. Martin, who has been quite
sick is convalescent.
• • •
February 15, 1921. Mr. and
Mrs. Irl Stevens, of Chicago, spent
Sunday in the city with their par-
ents.
• .
February 15, 1921. Dr. S. M.
Leeper, police judge of Fredonia,
was here yesterday afterroon en-
route to Camp Knox as a witness
in the court martial trial of a
U. S. soldier.
• • • 
•
• February 15, 1921. Clifton Wood,
a young student of this city, play-
ing "leap frog" on the High School
grounds Friday afternoon receiv-
ed a very badly sprained arm.
He is now carrying his arm in a
sling but getting along very, nice-
ly.
• • •
February 22, 1921. Bart Griffith,
of the Drippir.g Spring section,
was in the city yesterday on busi
ness. He made this office a pleas-
ant visit, renewing his subscrip-
tion to the Leader and said he
had not missed taking his home
paper since the first issue of the
Banner, of which the Leader is a
part, established by the late Capt.
C. T. Allen in 1871.
• • •
. February 22, 1921. Mack Vinson
was or. our streets yesterday in
a sleigh drawn by his two big
black horses. It was the first
sleigh we've noticed this winter.
(Last Week's News)
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Morgan, Friday, were Mr: and
Mrs. Jean G. Norton, of Atlanta,
Georgia, and Mrs. John Stikes,
Sr., of Hopkinsville.
Misses Martha and Nancy Aber-
ni.thy, of Pulaski, Tenn., and Mrs.
Charles Covington, of Dixon,
Tenn., were weekend visitors of
friends and relatives in the city.
Mrs. Willia.ni G. Childress, of
O:asslands Hospital, Valhalla, N.
Y., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Shell Smith. Mrs. Childress and
Mrs. Smith have just returned
from a trip to Ohio and Michigan.
Mrs. Frank Giannini, Jr., and
sons and Mrs. Billy Giannini and
children attended a circus at
Louisville last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Holsapple
and Bobby spent Wednesday at
Bowling Green.
Mrs. Frederick von Olszewski
and Mrs. J. H. Watson have re-
turned home after spending sev-
eral days at Louisville.
Mrs. Albert ,Hartigan and
daughter and Mrs. Ramey John-
ston spent Tuesday at Barlow vis-
iting Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Wallis.
Miss Helen Brown has returned
to Lexington after visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
February 25, 1921. A wedding
that comes as quite a surprise to
their many friends was that of
Miss Louisa Jordon and Mr. Frank
Craig which took place here
Tuesday afternoon, at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Crain on
North Seminary street.
• . •
March 4, 1921. Mrs. M. F. Po-
gue and daughter, Miss Mazie, of
Francis, enroute from a visit in
Louisville, spent Tuesday night
in the city.
• • •
March 4, 1921. Mrs. B. M. Stone
and little daughter Larue, also
her sister Miss Lucy Wadlington,
have about recovered from an at-
tack of influenza.
• • II
March 8, 1921. Warren G. Hard-
ing was inaugurated as president
of the United States today with
ceremonies as simple as those
historiar.s described at the induc-
tion of George Washington more
than a century ago.
• • •
March 25, 1921. Scottsburg. Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Majors gave a
birthday dinner to their daughter,
Mrs. Gid S. Pool, of Princeton,
last Sunday. Quite a number of
people attended.
• • •
March 29, 1921. Last Sunday
being the third birthday anniver-
sary of little Dixie Leorard Tow-
cry, the happy occasion was fit-
tingly celebrated by a pretty
dinner at her home on the Fre-
In accordance with the rules of the Republican
State Central Committee the Republican voters of
Caldwell County are hereby called to meet in a
mass convention at the Court House on Saturday,
April 5, 1952, at 1 p. m. for the purpose of elect-
ing eight delegates and eight alternate dele-
gates to go to the Republican District and State
convention. The State convention is to be in
Louisville on April 12, 1952, at 1 p. m.
Kermit N. Sigler, Chairman Republican Committee
Marvin E. Sigler, Secretary
By Dr. W. L. Cash
(County Health Officer)
Spring-like weather has sent
gardeners to their hardware and
feed stores to buy tools and seeds
for early spring plantings and all
over the Commor.wealth premi-
ses are being cleaned and readied
for the warmer days ahead. This
annual planting and clean-up
time can be a pleasant one if
gardeners and handymen (or
women) take precautior.s against
the "occupational hazards involv-
ed.
If carelessly used or stored
such common garden tools as
spading forks, rakes, hoe's and
pruning shears can be responsible
for painful or even serious injur-
ies. Cuts and injuries received
yard work or gardening often
are the result of contact with rus-
ty tin cans, bits of broken glass
or boards with up-turned nails.
Heavy gloves and stout shoes
worn while working are a good
way to help prevent injuries of
this kind. Tetar.us (lockjaw) may
result from such injuries and
thus it is necessary to consult
your family physician.
During the warmer months
when children spend so much
time outdoors, parents will want
to make sure that they are pro-.
tected by tetanus toxoid which
many psysicians give along with
whooping cough and diphtheria
immunizations beginning at the
age of three months. Booster
"shots" are necessary at intervals
specified by your physician.
Brown, for the past week.
Miss Sar a Richie, student at
Georgetown, is a guest of Mr. and
Mrs. T. B. Race and Miss Gina
Race, at Ormand Beach, Florida.
Mrs. Leroy Kargl and daughter,
Sharon Kay, of Hobbs, New Mex-
ico, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Pennington, Eddyville
road.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wood, of
Memphis, Tenn, have been recent
visilors in Princeton.
r. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood,
of Linwood Farm, were the din-
ner guests of Mr., and Mrs. J.
Black Humphries, of Mayfield, at
the Kenlake Hotel on Kentucky
Lake, Saturday evening.
The brown rat, migrating from
central Asia, is not believed to
have reached Great Britain until
about 1730.
"Proletariat" is derived from a
Latin word which referred to
lower class people thought of as
being valuable to the state only
because they had children.
A floating iceberg has only






The Harvey Stomach Treat-
ment is a doctor's formula and
is guaranteed to relieve ulcer
pains, gall bladder pains and
nervous colitis. Get rid of that
acid, gassy, belchy and lack
of pep feeling.






By Gordon Wilson, Ph. D. 
tirely out of sight' from tiny sec-
(Western State College)
Most of the modern houses are
being built *long the highways
and usually not more than a few
yards from a way out to the rest
of the world. Only a very eccen-
tric or very rich man would now
locate his hotiae .as houses were
located in other times. The com-
ihg of the automobile has made it
necessary to be close to a paved
or graveled road so that the fam-
ily car can get out. Building a
very long driveway soon eats
Lno ore's finances and mekes. a
house away from the road a ratifi-
er expensive luxury.
Old-fashioned houses did not
have to be planned thus; in fact,
it often seems that they were
placed as far away as Possible
from the avenues o/ travel. Roads,
in horse-and-buggy days, did ned
need to be faultless, I suppose; I
know that they were far from
good. The only difference be-
tween a driveway back into the
plantation and the so-called pub-
lic road was often a matter only
of which road was used oftener.
Therefore it did not matter about
'the location of a house, anyway;
a suitable "house place" was all
that was necessary.
We will have to ad m it that
many older houses did have loca-
tions that were beautiful a n d
even commandir.g. Sometimes we
had to drive into a field and wind
a half mile or so .before arriving
at the house itself. One such house
that still stands is Glen Lilly, the
home of General Simon Bolivar
Buckner of Civil War. fame. It
must be more than a mile from
the last public highway to the
commanding log mansion, ar.d
such a road as it was in our own
times! I drove a car over it many
years ago, 'but it was not a very
pleasant experience. And yet, it
was late spring; I wondered what
it was like to negotiate this pri-
vate road in mid-winter. Now, I
am sure, a better road leads back
to this historic place, which de-
serves to be much better known
than it has ever been.
One of the pathetic reminders
of other times is the old house
that used to be big and fine but
is now away off in a field, reduc-
ed to a tenant house OT a barn or
just sitting out in the weeds,
haunted by memories and bats
and wild beasts. Ore such I often
pass on one of my long walks on
bird study. It was once a fine old
brick mansion, a badge of the re-
spectability that it h a d helped
produce. The roads, when better
ones were built, passed it by.
The old mansion fell into a state
of bad repair; the spider and the
field mice took over. In spite of
years of decay and siler.re it is
still an impressive house, a left-
over of times that have gone.
Just about the time the roads
began to determine the location
of modern houses a man of my
acquaintance decided to build the
house he had long $lanned. He
had lived all his life in a rather
commodious, stately old mansion
down ur.der a hill, away from the
road a half mile or more and en-
In addition, health authorities
warn against early spring "over-
doing." It is important, they say,
to guard against too streruous
physical work after sedentary
winter months. Heart attacks can
result from intensive physical ac-
tivity. Further information con-
cerning accidents around the
home may be obtained from your
count S; health department.
tion of the road.
He selected a site 'for his new
house on the edge of his fann,
right on a much-used highway
but, rather pathetically, on a bend
that modern cars have difficulty
in rounding smoothly. Within two
or three years the highway was
straightened to avoid this urnee-
essary bend, and now the n e w
house, as ,contrasted with the old-
er one below the hill, is a half
mile or so from the highway.
Across a field the cars can be
seen speeding On—their way, but
the house sits away from things,
as if it had been slighted by the
Thursda , A ril 3, 1951
company into whieh it ant
jag entranceri1henever Ist.t
house whose owner va
much to be in the center of
cahnot help wondering at
another human effort ta
Just before some mightly
made the new•as well as awl
somewhat out of date.
Gold often is found it.
old that they contain no fuss
very few fossils, indioatieg
were formed before life
on earth or during the very
development of life.
The process of melting Kt
quires heat but the melt:rig
be carried out in such a rri
that the resulting water le
same temperature as was the
before it was melted
REGULAR MEETING
7 O'Clock -- Lodge Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Seciy.
9EFROSTING
&NMI 15-93-7) — $439.95
sight models.
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See our bench of cash and carry favorites, potted plants that sell for less here,.
you take them with you. Ready on April leth and on.











































Value To A House
One of the easiest ways to get
more out of your home is to con-
vert the basement into useful and
livable space. This does not mean
that you have to install a bar.
There are lots of things you can
do with that space. With build-
ing costs what they are today,
it's extravagant not to utilize all
the house you've paid for.
Finishing a basement invariab-
ly adds much to the value of a
house. It can add to your enjoy-
ment of your home, and house-
wives say it makes it easier to
keep the whole house clean—pro-
vidiag play space and eliminating
the cellar dust which is usually
tracked all over the carpets.
If you hate a basement a n d
don't appreciate the value of it,
consider the number of small
houses built in recent years with-
out basements just to keep costs
down., Basements a r e worth
money. Yet the bulk of oliler hou-
ses waste from about a third to
a half of their space in cluttered
and dingy cellars.
Modern building materials and
methods have completely over-
come conditions of dampness.
Basement rooms nowadays can
be made as cheerful, dry and
healthful as any rooms. They can
_
's no keeping up n ith him since he darted drinking Prince-
Creamery's Homogenized Vitamin D Milk!"
5163 110PKINSVILLE STREET
give youngsters , a place to cut
loose 'without wrecking the ap-
pearance of the living room. They
Cat' provide oldsters with gener-
ous hotki, space—a plate for a
work bench, a desk, filing cabi-
nets, sewing machine, movie pro-
jector and screen—all of the para-
phernalia for normal living that
gets crowded out of the dressed-
up rooms.
The result is that many house-
holders are 'finding that finishing
a basement is one of the cheapest
and most satisfyiri improve-
ments. And spring, with its clean-
up, paint-up, fix-up customs, Is
an ideal time to consider such a
project. The basement is dry
from a winter's heating and the
humidity of summer has not
started to condense into moisture
on the cool foundation walls.
Past dampness problems can be
prevented from recurring. So it's
a good time to plan a better base-
ment.
No Major raid. on the pocket
book is necessary. Merely a good
cleaning and thorough painting
of a basement can accomplish a
lot. Doing it yourself will give
you additional satisfaction. From
that point on, you can gear the
project to whatever your budget
cap stand, or whatever you can
borrow from your bank on an
FHA monthly installment im-
provement loan.
You can add a ceiling to hide
the pipes and joists and add fire
protection to your home. You
can pave the floor in colorful Pat-
terns of asphalt tile, which is im-
pervious to dampness and there-
fore rated as or.e of the best base-
ment floor coverings. You can
erect your own paneled partitions
as elaborate as you prefer, and
install any equipment you can
afford—bar, or no bar.
aright colors and freedom for
home-made ideas have made
many basements among the most
cheerful parts of homes. Decor-
ative schemes turn out to be as
original and individual as any
family is by nature. The range of
possibilities is amazing when you
review %hem.
For example, a family may go
in for boating. Its nautical bent
is carried out in a light blue and
white basement. A large map of
the world may be mounted on
one wall and given a coat of thin
Prescriptions A
Specialty
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
ale of Sofa Beds
nclosed a r m in modern
look sofa-bed. Has coil
ring seat and back with
;dile rubber reinforced
tried hair padding.
pens to 72x46 bed.
ardwood frame in wal-
ut finish.
Smart, Modern, very low-
priced for a plastic sofa-
bed. Durable, scuff-resis-
tant, washable with soap
and water. Chrome plated
arms, hardwood frame.
Trimly styled in cheerful
cotton tapestry with smart-
ly pleated skirt. Steel link
frame lowers -- forms base
for one double or two sin-
gle beds. Coil spring base
and seat cushion.
FURNITURE DEALERS FUNERAL DIR
ECTORS
, "44 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE 
SERVICE"
PHONE 2035 44IGHT MP—
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
DISPLAYS QUADRUPLET LAMBS: James Kirk has a tugs e
on his hands as he holds quadruplet lambs, considered a rarity,
which were born on his farm in Caro, Mich. He said quadruplet
lambs were born on his farm once before—ten years ago. Farmer
Kirk is a former state representative in Michigan.
(By Dr. Lorenzo Pispisa)
Pisa, Italy — If you want to do
what thousands of other Ameri-
cans have done and be photo-
graphed in front of the Leaning
Tower of Pisa, do it before 2,100
shellac for permanence. Ship
models and a marine clock serve
as briabrac. Along side the stair
balustrade, white ropes are run
vertically from floor to ceiling to
give the impression of rigging.
The floor is finished with blue
and white tiles accented with
stock insets of ships and stylized
compass points. Deck chairs have
pillows in the shape of life pre-
servers.
Another family hunts. Walls
are finished wood paneling,
lodge style. An open gun-rack is
built—with a light chain locked
through the trigger guards to
prevent reckless removal. Hunt-
ing trophies are displayed. The
room provides a good place for
the moose head exiled from the
living room.
Or the ranch house craze is
ridden underground. Walls are
hung with Navajo rugs and dec-
orated with steer horns and six-
shooters. The Indian theme is
carried out on the floor with Nav-
ajo rug patterns worked out in
green, yell oE and black tiles in
a field of red*
The musical family builds a
floor-to-ceihng record rack around
a radio-phonograph. The floor is
accented with musical note pic-
ture tiles and waxed for dancing.
The main thing to do is to pre-
vent dampness and its consequen-
ces. This car: be done with proper
construction and adequate venti-
lation. Details in achieving this




111 West Market St.
A. D.
Why? Because although the
Tower has shown no dangerous
new tilt lately, normal deteriora-
tion is expected to bring it tumb-
ling down in about 150 years un-
less new restoration work is done.
However, for the present it is
as safe as the Tower has been in
years. Reports had circulated in
the Italian press, after the recent
North Italy floods, that the Tower
had tilted further to a dangerous
point.
NO IMMEDIATE DANGER
"The old and solid tower is in
no immediate danger of collaps-
ing," said Dr. I. Noccioli, survey-
or who daily checks the delicate
seismographs a n d inclinometers
inside the tower.
Some years ago, an extensive
survey was made of the ground
on which the Tower is built. The
conclusion was that there is no
danger that the Towe r, whose
foundations were laid in 1174,
would collapse for 150 years.
The Tower leaned dangerously
in 1175, when its construction had
reached 33 feet from the ground.
The ground gave way on its
southern side for about 5 inches
in depth. Architect Bonanno tried
to c or re et the inclination •until
the fourth order of arches, but he
did not succeed and gave up the
construction.
Sixty years later the construc-
tion was resumed by Wilhelm of
Innsbruck, w h o added :another
three orders of arches (floors) to
the Tower. Like his predecessor
he gave up.
In 1350, Tommaso Pisano com-
pleted the bell Tower, straight-
ening it a little with respect of
the rest of the building. The com-
pleted building was 181.2 feet on
the northern side and 177.5 feet
on the southern side. Its present
inclination is about one tenth of
its height. Originally it was al-
most three feet less.
The first scientific studies on
the inclination were made in 1817
by the English professors Gresy
and Taylor. France's Prof. Fleury
conducted further studies towards
the middle of the last century.
In the same period Italian ar-
chitect Della Gerardesca dug out
the basement of the Tower, which
had been filled in by floods.
CONCRETE INJECTIONS
Studies on how to consolidate
the ground around the Tower
were conducted in this century
by Prof. Girometti and completed
in 1932 by large cement and con-
crete injections.
A complete network of tunnels
was dug. In the holes almost one
ton of liquid cement was poured
to reinforce the Tower founda-
see George finally installed
on electric water pu nip."
Increases of 10 to 25 per cent In milk output 
and up
to 10 per cent in butterfat are common 
when running
water is added to the farmer's producti
on tools.
May Is National Water Systems Month
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY, lac.
Fire losses in Kentucky for last
year totaled $9,113,366 and claim-
ed 200 lives, State Fire Marshal
W. L. Martin reported in citing
losses of a somewhat larger fig-
ure in 1960, when the total was
$9,699,433, and 234 deaths by
fire.
Forty per cent of businesses
destroyed by fire never reopen,
Martin observed, constituting a
direct threat to Kentucky indus-
try in the loss of valuable proper-
ty from the 'local scene and tax
rolls.
He declared the most common
reason for fires was common
carelessness and added:
"It is amazing how careful the
average 'person is to protect his
money, but how careless he is
with fire which endangers his
property and 'his family. More
active participation is needed in
each commur.ity to educate citi-
zens to the dangers.
"The Fire Marshal's office is
doing its best to stem the tide,
but our efforts are not sufficient.
The local fire department and
each citizen's best efforts are
needed."
Deaths by fire last year in
Kentucky included 83 men, 61
women and 56 children, Martin
reported. Burning buildings ac-
counted for 38 of the deaths; ig-
nited clothing, 33; defective heat-
ing equipment, 14; suffocation,
18; gasoline or kerosene explos-
tions.
During the war, the U. S. 5th
Army faced the Germans across
the Arno River at Pisa for weeks.
Several shells exploded mew the
Tower, although Allied soldiers
carefully avoided shooting at it
even when the Germans used it
for an observation post.
As a result of the explosions,
a slight tilt of seven-tenths of a
millimeter was recorded after the
war.
Rain gives nit a pain
Rainy spring weather
is strictly for the
birds... and not the
ones in the poultry
yard. Dampness often-
brings on intestinal .
coccidiosis, which
can play heck with a
chicken's insides. I'm
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ions, 23, and undetermined caus-
es, 38.
During 1951, the Fire Marshal's
office made 33,467 inspections of
premises for fire hazards, an in-
crease of 70 per cent over 1950,
and more than 450 per cent over
1949
Boxing as a sport is believed to





(A Vitamin Dietary Supplement)
WHEN YOUR SOLIWER HAS
GOOD NEWS FOR YOU I
HELLO, MOTHER ...I'VE GOT A
FURLOUGH. SEE YOU FRIDAYS
YOU CAN probably recall many a moment
when reaching somebody—or somebody's reach-
ing you—was beyond price.
THINK OF ALL the many people you know and
the people you need . . . and how easily, how
quickly, you can reach them—by telephone. With
a lift of your hand! And the number of people
you can call is growing all the time. It has more
than doubled in the last six years.
TELEPHONE FOLKS today are busy meeting
Defense needs and bringing the service to still more
people of your city and state.
DIG AND GROWING VALUE!
ALWAYS one of your biggest
bargains, telephone service is
today an even better buy than
it was ten years ago ... and a
smaller part of the family
Budget—Southern Bell Tele-
phone and Telegraph Cont-
r.'''.
Complete Line of Quality
MYERS WATER SYSTEMS
to Meet Every User's Needs
COMPLETE SERVICE, Tool
Here's the place to get that really modern
water system to fit your needs. Whether
you prefer or require an Eject* or Recip-
rocating type, we have it—the finest ever
built . quality throughout ... the right
size for your form and household needs.
Myers Water Systems to suit any and all
conditions—with much that is new and
advanced to offer you.
Come in, see the new "HN" Series








higher pressures . and other features
that give you much more for your money.
See the many other quality Myers Water
Systems—and get a new idea here of
what complete service can mean to you.
5•5 Oiling IhrlIde rot
lo• S hallow Weils
MITCHELL BROS. PLUMBING IL HEATING CO.
East Market Phone 3556
•
s
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Ocean Swallows Ships
Without Clue Of Fate
(By Charles E. Lyons)
New York — Recent exploits of
heroism and daring in epic strug-
gles against the sea recall strange
incidents of the last 100 years
when ships left port only to van-
ish forever in the silence of great
oceans.
There have been 16 such major
disasters since 1854 with a loss of
2,551 lives. Most involved Ameri-
can or English ships, including
military craft.
GREAT LOSS OF LIFE
The greatest loss of life, 450,
resulted in March, 1854, when the
steamer City of Glasgow left Liv-
erpool for Philadelphia. She was
never heard from again. In Sep-
tember of the same year, the U. S.
sloop-of-war Albany sailed from
Aspinwell (now Colon), Panama,
for New York. She carried 193
into oblivion.
Four more ships suffered simi-
lar fate in the next 18 years. On
Sept. 23, 1858,- the Collins Line
steamer Pacific vanished with 288
aboard. No further word was ever
heard from the Anchor Line
steamer Tempest after she left
port Feb. 26, 1857, with 150 on
board. Another Anchor Line ship,
the United Kingdom, was swal-
lowed in the ocean depths in
1868, taking 80 persons. In 1870
the steamer City of Boston sailed
from New York to Liverpool with
177 aboard and was never heard
from again.
so al mosommosom • No•
•
•
The Caldwell County Republican Club Will
Meet At The Courthouse In
Princeton at 7 P. M.
FRIDAY, APRIL 4.
All Members Are Requested To Attend






One nice six room dwelling with all modern
conveniences. This is your opportunity to own a
nice modern home in Fredonia on the main street.
This is one of the finest little towns in the states.
Priced only $4,500.
Also for sale, 7 room house at 401 Baldwin ave-
nue. 7 rooms with bath. Real bargain $4,300.
For Further Information Get In Touch With The
C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Phone 2441 Princeton, Ky.
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON KENTUCKY
Classified Ads
WALLPAPER SALE: Buy now
' and save—Joiner's—Your Red
Spot Paint headquarters. Join-
er Hardware Co, Princeton,
Ky. 29-tfe
FOR SALE AT BEST PRICES:
State tested and tagged fescue
and ladino clover seed. At farm





Breeds, Egg Contest Winners.
Started, Sexed Chicks, Crosses.
Free Brooding Bulletins,
HELM'S CHICKS, Across From
Hitchyprd. 29-141p
WANTED: Baby sitting, experi-
enced and reliable. Call Mrs.
Matthews, 700 West Mein,
Phone 2327. 40- 1 tc
CHOPPED KRAUT: Old fashion,
No. 2 can, 10e. Quinn's Grocery.
40-11c
ABANDONED IN ATLANTIC
The case of the brig Mary Ce-
leste became one of the best
known sea mysteries. She left
New York harbor Nov. 7, 1872,
under Capt. Benjamin S. Brigg.
The craft was laden with alcohol
and bound for Genoa. Five weeks
later the Mary Celeste was found
in the Atlantic 591 miles west of
Gibraltar. All the sails were set
but not a soul was on board.
Three British ships disappeared
-in a 10-year period beginning in
1879. That year 46 dropped from
sight along with the steamship
Bernicia. In 1880 the training ship
Atlas-Ito left Bermuda with 290
men and in 1889 the steamship
Erin vanished with 72 passengers.
FIVE LOST IN NTH CENTURY
Although the 20th Century
ushered in a revolutionary change
in communications, five more
ships vanished the last in 1928.
On Dec. 2, 1901, t he British
sloop-of-war Condor vanished off
Esquimalt, B. C., with 104 aboard.
Despite the introduction of ship
wireless, mysteries continued to
crop up. In 1909 the British ship
Was-atah, sailing from London,
vanished in the ocean with 300
aboard.
NAVY SHIP VANISHES
During World Wax I the United
States mysteriously lost the U.S.S.
Cyclops, a ship of 19,300-ton dis-
placement With 300 aboard it left
the Barbados, West Indies, on
March 4, 1918, and was never
heard from.
The decade of the Twenties saw
the last unexplained disappear-
ances. In 1923 the Mallory liner
Swittetar vanished after leaeing
the Gulf end of the Panama Ca-
nal, dooming 33. Five years later
the Danish cadet auxiliary sailing
ship Kobenhavn left Montevideo,
Uruguay, bound for Australia
No trace of the vessel or its 60-
man crew was ever found.
Red Front Stores
COUNTRY ESTATE FACIAL SOAP
10 bars to plastic bag  49c
POTTED MEAT, Derby Brand
No. 1/4 can  9c
GREEN BEANS, Arkco, cut
19 oz. can  121/2c
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
101/2 oz. can  10c
VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
22 oz. can  3 for 50c
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty •
No. 1 can  10c
FLOUR, Pure & White
25 lbs. plain  $1.65
MACKEREL, Half Hill
16 oz. can  19c
SLICED PINEAPPLE, Lotus
No. 2 can  29c
IMPORTED SARDINES, Modesto, fancy
Moroccan in Olive Oil
No. 1/4 can  3 for 55c
CORN, Rosedale, ex. stand , White Cr.
Style, Co. Gent., No. 2 can . .121/2c
FRESH FRUITS
FLORIDA ORANGES, full of juice
8 lb. mesh bag  49c
BANANAS, lb. 
TOMATO CATSUP, Scott County
12 oz. bottle  15c
BROOMS, Silver Knight, five sewed
each  89c
SARDINES, in oil or mustard
No. 1/4 size can  10c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Donald Duck
46 oz. can  5 for $1.00
TOMATO JUICE, C. C. C. Brand
46 oz. can  25c
PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt's pure
1 lb. jar  19c
COFFEE, Loving Cup, the coffee with
the wonderful flavor, lb. 75c
SARDINES, oval in mustard or
tomato sauce, can  15c
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
No. 2 can  25c
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
28 oz. jar  25c
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Hunt's
No. 21/2 can  39c
AND VEGETABLES
APPLES, Winesap, U. S. No. 1
3 pounds  29c
141/2c
SEED POTATOES IN ALL RED FRONT STORES
MEAT SPECIALS
PICNIC HAMS, ready to eat SLICE BACON
lb 37c 1 lb. layers, lb.




FOR SALE: Porter paints for the
Inside or outside of your house
or barn or other outbuildines.
See Hodge Motor Sales & Impl.
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street.
45-tfe
PIANOS: New and used, an-
tiques. Used furnhuro. f3TIN-
SON PIANO CO., 113 W. 7th &
210 W. 7th Street, Hoptinsville.
MARVIN SITHSON, OWNER.
23-tfe
FOR SALE: Beautiful Elgin and
Bulqva watches. All kinds of
wet-el repair svonkdoee to your
complete satisfaction. Denham's
Jewelry, 105 W. Court Square.
38-tfe
COFFEE: Maxwell House, 1
tin. 85c. Quinn's Grocery.
40-1tc
FOR SALE: One-year-old Senti-
nel portable radio in excellent
condition. $19.75. Cost over $35
new. See James Ausenbaugh at
The Leader or call 3422 Daw-
son.
SODA CRACKERS: 4 in 1 pound
box, 19c. Quinn's Gi ocery. 40-1tc
SPECIAL 'SALE: Regular $29.95
platform rockers going at $22.50
until April 30. United Furniture
Mfg. Co., Dawson Road. Ph.
3766. 38-c
PORK CHOPS: pound, 46c.
Quinn's Grocery. 40-1te
FOR SALE: Fescue seed 45c per
pound and orchard grass 25c
per poursd. See Vernal! Hunter,
inceton, Route 2. Phone 3088.
40- 1 tp
FOR SALE: Anyone wishing a
business of your own, here is
your chance. I have shoe repair
machinery and stock of soles
and heels. Alonzo Davis. Phone
3094. 40- lip
PURE LARD: 50 pound can,
$5.79. Quinn's Grocery. 40-1tc
FOR SALE: Electric five deck
baby chick brooder. Clean, ex-
tra good condition. Phone Fre-
donia 2261, Herman Brenda.
40-1tp
AUCTION SALE: Household
goods and farm tools at Mid-
way cabins on Dawson Road, at
1 p. m. Saturday, April 5. Joe
Darnell. 40- 1 tp
FOR RENT: Three-room furnish-
ed apartment on first floor.
Modern convetiences. Mrs. Lou-
ise Satterfield, 600 E. Market,
phone 3142. 40-1*
FOR SALE: Six room house,
modern conveniesees. Large
lot, nice street. See R. B. Wil-
liams, Phillips 66 service sta-
tion, North Jefferson street.
40-14c
Administrator's Notice
All persons having claims
against the estate of Maude Glenn,
deceased, will present same pi op-
erly proven, on or before Mgy I,
1952. Those knowing themselves
indebted to said estate will please





We wish to thank Dr. Ralph
Cash for his services rendered
and the Morgan Funeral Home
for its fine s er vice and Rev.
James N.' Tinsley for his kind
words of eulogy and to both
white and colored for the beauti-
ful floral selections and cards of
condolesce sent during the illness
and death of our mother, Ellen
Murray. May God's blessings be
with you.
Her children: Maggie Crider,
Pearl Webb, Clara Ross and
James Murray. 40-lip
Mrs. Cobb Howe Dies
In Detroit Tuesday
Word has been received hece of
the death of Mrs. Cobb Howe, De-
troit, who died Sunday as the
result of an accident last Tues-
day, March 27. Mrs. Howe was
the wife of the 'late Cobb Howe
and sister-in-law of Mrs. John
McLin, Princeton.
The funeral services are to be
conducted at Hawesville, K en-
tuck?, today.
TAX ADJUSTER ILL
Frank Jones, income tax ad-
juster with headquarters in Ow-
ensboro, is confined to his bed at
his home on South Jefferson
street.
ND CONVENTION
r. ar.d Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Dr.
and Mrs. W. E. Willis, and Dr.
Robert Gordon are to return to-
day after attending the Kentucky
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The schedule of events in the
West Kentucky Regional Music
Festival to be held in Madison-
ville at the High School this Fri-
day and Saturday has been an-
nounced: Several of Butler High
band and orchestra members will
compete in the contecte.
F o r the convenience of a n y
persons who would like to at-
tend the festival and hear the lo-
cal musicians, the following
schedule is printed. Only those
events in which Butler has an
entry are Hated.
Friday, in the auditorium:
8:30 Piano solos (Princeton
numbers are 18, 19, 20, 27 and 28,
so they will probably be heard at
approximately 10 a. rri)
1:20 E Flat Alto Saxophone
solos

























Son Is Born March 12
To The William Becks
A nine and a half pound son
was born to Mr. and Mrs. William
J. Beck Wednesday, March 12, at
a hospital in Red Wing,' Minn.,
where Mrs. Beck is staying with
her parents. Mr. Beck is stationed
at the Great Lakes Naval Train-
ing Center.
Mr. Beck is the son of Attorney
and Mrs. N. Lee Beck, of Chica-
go, and a nephew of Mrs. George
H. Stephens, of Princeton. The
infant son has been named Dan-
iel Stephens Beck, in honor of
First Lieutenant Daniel Stephens
who was killed in the Tunisian
Campaign April 2, 1943.
Cpl. John L. Stroube
Stationed In Japan
Cpl. John L. Stroube, re 619
Locust street, now is serving with
the combat-tested 1st Cavalry Di-
vision on Hokkaido, northern-
most island of Japan.
Corporal Stroube is serving as
a squad leader with the 1st Cav-
alry. He is a Korean war veteran
and has been awarded the Combat
Infantryman Badge and the Kor-
ean Service Ribbon with one cam-
paign star.
When water freezes it gets
more bulky, reversing the usual
rule that matter expands on be-




Cpl. Paul R. Freeman, of Fre-
donia, is returning home under
the Army's rotation pellicy after
serving with the 7th Division on
the Korean fighting front, ac-
cording to word received here
this week.
During recent action the divis-
ion has been probing Communist
positions in the mountains north
of the 38th parallel. The 7th has
been playing a major role in the
Korean war since landing at In-
chon in September 1950.
Corporal Freeman, a platoon
runner in the 32nd "Buccaneer"
Infantry Regiment. has won the
Combat Infantryman Badge and
the Korean Service Ribbon with
one campaign star. He attended
Butler Iligb School before enter-
ing the Army in November 1950.
Pvt. Curtis De,aring
Completes Army Course
Private- Curtis J. Dearing, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Sheltie Dearing,
Route 5, Princeton, has graduated
from the Ordnance Automotive
School, Atlanta General Depot,
USA, Atlanta, Georgia.
Dearing was selected to attend
the Automotive School and com-
pleted the course in auto tire re-
pair.
House Passes Fox Bill
Sponsored By Jones
A bill, sponsored by Rep. Wil-
liam .L Jones, Princeton Demo-
crat, which has -already passed
the House and been sent to the
Senate, would declare a year-
round open season on red foxes
and authorise counties to pay a
$1 maximum bounty for each red
fox killed.
Kentucky Mother Will
Be Selected April 15
The Kentucky Mother of 1952
will be selected April 15, it was
announced this week by Miss
Chloe Gifford, director of the
University of Kentucky Bureau
of Club and Community Service
and chairman of the State Moth-
er selection committee.
Any Kentucky mother is eligi-
ble for nomination, and nomina-
tions may be made by any resi-
dent of the state. The woman
chosen as State Mother automati-
cally will become a candidate for
the American Mother of the Year
title.
Nominations will be accepted
until April 13, Miss Gifford said.
Nomination forms may be ob-
tained by writing Miss Gifford
at the University.
The original form of the
name "Iran" was "Aryana," the
country of the Aryans.
Ty Cobh led the American
League in stolen bases six times.
In 1915 he stole 96 bases for the
Detroit Tigers. He led the hit-
ters 12 times.
To pep up mayonnaise for a sal-
ad add a quarter teaspoon of ta-
basco sauce to half cup of the
dressing Capers and chili sauce
are also good added. Use the
dressing on seafood salads or on
bacon and tomato sandwiches.
New Regulations Are
Announced Affecting
Creel Limit Of Crappie
Two emergency regulations 'af-
fecting the creel limit of crappie
or newlights and the seining of
minnows from creeks have
re-adopted by the State (lame 
and
Fish Corm-nisei= and were effec-
tive as of March 25, the date of
expiration of the present regula-
tion governing the same.
The announcement by the di-
rector of the Division of Game
and Fish points out that due to
an overpopulation of crappie or
newlights in most Kentucky wat-
ers, the fisherman will be permit-
ted to take a limit of 30 of this
species each day or have in his
possession 80 provided he has
fished two or more consecutive
days.
The other regulation prevents
the seining of minnows from a
stream for sale. The regulatidn
does t prevent any resident
from seining minr-aws from
creeks for private use, but a per-
son may not have more than 500
creek minnows of any species or
in aggregate in his possession at
any tints. Neither does
Union prevent the taking Of
minrdows for commercial
the wilier. of Herringtok
Hollow and Kentucky 144
all Streams under lock 414
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dam upstream. .
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SEED POTATOES, Select, 100 lb. bag $5.4
ONION sus, Yellow, gallon . . . 4
FERTILIZER, Sacco, 4-12-4, 100 tbs. $3
TREND, giant box 
SURF, giant box 
TOILET TISSUE, 4 rolls Charmin
PLUM PRUNES, heavy syrup, 21'2 con 27
BROOM, 5 tie 
CIGARETTES, all popular brands, (in $1.
GUM, 3 for  1
OLEO, 2 lbs. 
SWIFT'S HAMS, 12-15 lbs., whole or
half, lb. 
11





Good advertising is the kind which is
so enticing and clear that it will make









We lay no claim to this being good or
enticing advertising. We do hope it is
clear that we are trying to make you
unhappy with the printing you have
been getting elsewhere; that we are at-
tempting to entice you into the ranks
of T h e Leader's satisfied customers —
satisfied with service, quality and price!
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